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INTRODUCTION 

The Office of Management & Finance (OMF) is the City’s primary central service provider, 
offering services to bureaus that range from technology and facilities services to human 
resources and procurement. Overall, OMF is requesting $35 million in new resources in FY 2019-
20, or a 5% increase in total resources. Key issues facing OMF in the near-term include critical 
technology projects like the Integrated Tax System project, maintaining tax collection levels,  
developing strategies and tools to address rising personnel costs Citywide, and managing space 
needs and facilities maintenance costs in the context of a shared downtown blended rental rate.  
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BASE BUDGET KEY ISSUES 

Citywide Pressures on Non-Represented Employee Compensation 

The Bureau of Human Resources has led the implementation of several Citywide initiatives over 
the past several months, all of which are related and directly impact how the City’s approximately 
1,600 non-represented employees are compensated. Recent efforts include the conclusion of the 
classification and compensation study, the implementation of Oregon’s Equal Pay Act (House Bill 
2005), and the piloting a new merit system. The impact of these changes will need to be assessed 
over the coming year with the goal of understanding whether bureaus are better enabled to 
more effectively and efficiently provide City of Portland services through the management of its 
workforce, and equally important, whether the City’s workforce is equitably compensated under 
the new and limited factors allowed for consideration. In the near-term, the City’s cost exposure 
for these changes is up to $3.3 million. Beginning July 1st, bureau finance managers will need to 
actively manage personnel costs in order to remain within budget, while staying within the 
parameters allowed by law.   

Classification and Compensation Study 

BHR initiated the classification and compensation study several years ago with a number of goals: 
(1) update classifications so that they could be accurately used in the recruitment and evaluation 
of employees, (2) clarify the duties of professional and technical career tracks, (3) identity those 
positions with supervisory responsibilities, and (4) update compensation ranges to competitive 
amounts. Based on the findings of the study, compensation ranges grew on both the low end and 
high end for nearly all positions.  One goal of this change is to provide managers with the 
flexibility to attract and retain a workforce with the mix of experience and talent to best provide 
their City services.  

When the larger compensation ranges were implemented, CBO and BHR agreed that while 
personnel costs may increase Citywide given the higher pay caps, bureau managers were 
empowered to and responsible for balancing employee compensation within service level needs 
and with available and planned budgeted resources. As noted in CBO’s fiscal analysis of this 
ordinance (189157):  

While the new structure does not require an immediate increase to any employee’s pay, it does 
increase bureaus’ exposure to higher personnel costs because employees that were previously at 
the top-of-range will no longer be. Unless Council explicitly provides greater funding, bureaus will 
have to more actively manage the awarding of merit pay increases, particularly in the short-term. 

As a floor amendment to the classification and compensation ordinance, CBO and the CAO’s 
office were directed to codify financial policy that provides bureaus with guidelines for budget 
merit increases at a bureau-level, and CBO is committed to working with the CAO, BHR and the 
City Attorney’s Office to find a solution that is fair, legal, and financial sustainable. 

Recent Changes: Oregon’s Equal Pay Act Implementation and Merit System Changes 

In 2017 the state legislature passed amendments to Oregon’s Equal Pay Act, that in relevant part 
took effect on January 1, 2019, which prohibits employers from discriminating between 

https://www.oregon.gov/boli/TA/Pages/FactSheetsFAQs/PayEquity.aspx
https://www.oregon.gov/boli/TA/Pages/FactSheetsFAQs/PayEquity.aspx
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bhr/78344


 

employees in the payment 
of wages. In response, the 
BHR and the City Attorney’s 
Office began a pay analysis 
with the goals of finding 
current possible pay 
inequities, limiting legal 
liability in lawsuits, and the 
broader goal of ensuring 
that employees are paid 
equitably under the new 
factors. This strategy was 
utilized to minimize the 
City’s legal and financial risk. 
Prior to the January 1st 
deadline, salary adjustments 
were made to 
approximately 500 
employees, resulting in $1.2 
million in additional General 
Fund costs1 in addition to an 
estimated $2.4 million in non-General Fund bureaus. While these efforts address possible 
historical pay inequities under the broad scope of this term, this law requires that the City 
continue to actively manage compensation changes and that employees with comparable 
responsibilities are compensated based on a number of factors including experience and 
defensible evaluations of performance.  

Concurrently and in alignment with this new law, BHR developed and is piloting a new enterprise-
wide merit system that would minimize inconsistencies in the personnel evaluation process, 
aiming to ensure that employees are evaluated on predefined objectives before awarding a merit 
increase. This evaluation process is intended to be objective, defensible, and fair, and minimize 
the possibility of pay inequities going forward. The tool, as currently drafted, creates 6-10 
objectives that supervisors use to evaluate employees’ performance on a 1-3 scale 
(Unsatisfactory through Superior). Based on these inputs, the tool automatically calculates a 
corresponding merit increase between 0% and 4.1%.   

Previously, the process for evaluating employees and awarding merit increases was inconsistent 
both across, and within, bureaus. Based on salary data within SAP, it could not be determined 
what percent of employees regularly received merit increases of 4.1%; however, it is largely 
understood that a majority of employees received regular merit increases. The cost of high merit 
increases has been partially offset by changes in workforce as higher paid employees retire or 

                                                   
1 This figure is net of Overhead Model impacts. A total of $1.43 million in CAL adjustments were made for General Fund 
bureaus, but the General Fund Discretionary impact is $1.2 million.  
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move on and are replaced by less senior, lower-paid employees.  

Historical increase due to regular merit increases resulted in approximately 0.5% increase in 
personnel costs for General Fund bureaus. To fund this “drift” in salary costs, an additional 0.5% 
above COLA adjustments is included in bureaus General Fund current appropriation level target 
each year. In recent years, most bureaus experienced savings as average salaries declined due to 
higher rates of retirement. However, with the larger compensation bands, employees who were 
formerly at the top of their classification’s compensation range and not eligible for merit 
increases are now eligible for merit increases. If the practice of giving uniform 4.1% merit 
increases were to continue, CBO estimates that there could be up to $3.3 million of additional 
costs that could be incurred Citywide if bureau managers are not given sufficient tools to manage 
within their personnel budget. The process individual bureaus are going through to prepare for 
these additional costs is inconsistent, based on information provided in the request budgets and 
in CBO’s analysis, indicating that bureaus have insufficient direction on how to manage this cost. 
For example, OMF has indicated that it plans to rely on resources available in the General Fund 
compensation set-aside to help manage costs while BES has budgeted all merit increases and 
incorporated this into their FY 2019-20 rates and financial plan.  

Solutions Under Consideration: Managing Personnel Costs with Budget Constraints 

BHR has offered the solution that employees of the same classification within a bureau should be 
evaluated in relation to each other’s performance. Top performing employees would receive 
4.1% increases and employees performing unsatisfactorily would receive 0% increases. In effect, 
this amounts to evaluating performance “on a curve.” CBO notes that this direction is not 
included in the recently released merit tool and that supervisors would need additional 
clarification and direction if merit pay evaluations should be done in relation to other employees 
(in addition to consideration of performance objectives). 

CBO notes that there are other possible solutions for how bureaus could objectively award 
compensation within constrained available resources: 

• Rather than basing merit increases on a percent increase of current salary, merit increases could 
be awarded on the amount of available resource in proportion to employee performance. Top-
performing employees would have a higher proportion; lower-performing employees would not 
be eligible for a proportion of these costs.  

• Bureaus could hold positions vacant permanently or reduce spending in their materials and 
services budget, creating savings that could be allocated if personnel costs increase. This would 
have the consequence of potentially reducing the quality or quantity of bureau services, as 
bureaus either limit positions or spending in other discretionary areas as a result of having to 
absorb additional personnel costs.  

The Attorney’s Office notes that employees in classifications that exist in more than one bureau 
must be evaluated consistently across the City to comply with the Equal Pay Act. While 
considering available resources could be possible for classifications that only exist within a single 
bureau, this could create issues for classifications that exist across multiple bureaus. Prior to 
finalizing the new merit system, these issues will need to be resolved.  



 

Upcoming Challenges 

Regardless of what type of financial policy is agreed upon, there remain significant long-term 
challenges for managing personnel costs fairly and sustainably. Depending upon the resources 
available to a bureau, there are different constraints for how to absorb increased personnel 
costs. BES and Water, for example, can increase rates by marginal amounts without significantly 
impacting the amount paid by ratepayers. For example, the possible retail rate impact for 
increased top of range issue in FY 2019-20 results in a 0.1% retail rate increase for BES and 0.2% 
rate increase for Water. In contrast, General Fund bureaus are limited in their ability to absorb 
costs and would likely need to reduce expenses elsewhere. This difference in resource constraints 
leads to the conclusion that some bureaus may be able to pay employees of the same 
classification more, regardless of performance, thus creating future liabilities around equitable 
pay practices.  

As evidenced by how bureaus are planning for these costs, this is a critical issue which requires 
immediate leadership and communication so that bureau finance managers are prepared to 
effectively manage their budgets while still aligning with the intent of the recent legal and HR 
changes.  

Internal Service Fund Interagency Rates  

Each year OMF internal service funds (i.e. CityFleet, Facilities Services, Risk Management, 
Technology Services) prepare rate budgets and inform bureaus of their interagency agreement 
(IA) charges based on current service levels. These rate budgets are based on the prior year 
budget (as opposed to actual spending), plus inflationary factors. In FY 2019-20, the base level 
charge for internal services across all bureaus is $157 million. Of that total, over $70 million is 
charged to General Fund bureaus.  

Below is a chart that shows the relative size of IA charges paid by bureau and the percentage of 
bureau expenses that represents for each bureau2:  

                                                   
2 The size of the circle represents total OMF interagency charges (same data as X-axis).  



 

 

Some bureaus pay hundreds of thousands of dollars per year, while others (e.g. Parks, Police, 
PBOT) pay over $10 million per year for these internal services. For some organizations (e.g. 
PBOT, Auditor’s Office, Council Offices, BOEC, BDS, PBOT, PBEM), interagency charges represent 
10%-20% of their total operating budget and increases are more difficult to absorb.   

Bureaus have some latitude to increase or lower these charges where there are per-unit charges 
that are within their control (e.g. gallons of gasoline consumed), and bureaus often incur 
increased charges based on bureau-initiated projects. However, bureaus have very little control 
over the majority of these IA charges because the per-unit or service price is set by the internal 
service funds. To the degree that internal service funds simply allocate a given cost pool over a 
user-based metric (e.g. FTE, or square footage), bureaus have almost no control over these 
charges and limited ability to adjust the cost or level of service they purchase.  
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The services provided by OMF internal services play an important role in how bureaus provide 
service directly to the public. How increased costs either improve or hinder the direct services 
that bureaus provide to the public are difficult to parse, impacting bureaus differently. 

This opacity has been evident in OMF BACs, where participants weigh in on marginal cost 
increases for a given service, with little ability to push back on prioritization of resources within 
base rates. There is rarely discussion of whether internal service funds could, or should, 
reprioritize activities in their base budgets to meet customer needs. These conversations are 
difficult in part due to lack of specificity in service level agreements for an internal service; this 
varies across internal services, but in some cases, they are more descriptions of services provided 
rather than an agreement for a specific level of service.  

The City Budget Office (CBO) recommends that OMF internal services explore options to better 
incorporate “reprioritization within base” options for their BAC and customer workgroups, and 
work toward more defined level of service agreements with customers. In addition to their BAC, 
it is important the City business operation managers – who often best understand the services 
provided by OMF – are engaged in this discussion. Understanding service levels and 
reprioritization options will become increasingly important should the City enter into a 
recessionary environment; absent commensurate decreases in the cost of internal services, these 
costs consume higher proportions of available resources for maintaining frontline services.  

Blended Rate Model 

Council authorized the establishment of an equalized rate for downtown office space in October 
2015, via Resolution 37159, to be implemented in FY 2020-21. The goal of establishing an 
equalized, or blended, rate was to provide greater cost certainty to bureaus. At that time, the 
rate per square foot for City-occupied office space varied from $13.83 to $34.28, depending on 
the location, cost for maintenance, and whether the rate included debt service.  

Absent a blended rate, City staff were concerned bureau tenants in the Portland Building would 
be dissuaded from returning if the per square foot cost included the full cost of project debt 
service. OMF has developed a blended rate model for office buildings in the downtown core, but 
the policies around what can or should be included in this blended rate are still somewhat 
undefined. 

The blended rate, or cost per square foot, has increased substantially in recent years. The initial 
blended rate was estimated at $36.02, inclusive of the $195 million Portland Building project. 
Since that time, Council has approved additional projects that have increased the blended rate: 
an $18.8 million Space Optimization project (approved to fit additional staff in the reconstructed 
Portland Building) increased the rate to $39.03 per square foot, and approval of the 4th & 
Montgomery building further increased this rate to $41.18. This is a 14% increase in just two 
years. Combined, bureaus are currently paying approximately $14 million per year for downtown 
space. Once the debt service on the various projects above is incorporated, this will roughly 
double to $26 million. These blended rate cost increases have consumed substantial ongoing 
General Fund resources in the General Fund forecast; over $4 million in new ongoing General 
Fund resources have been directed to offset recent increases in the blended rate.  

The blended rate is essentially a fixed charge for bureaus; absent reducing the square footage 



 

needed for employees, bureaus have no option to reduce the cost of space. However, because 
the cost of additional staff, new furniture, technology, security, etc. is dispersed across many 
payers in the blended rate model, it can seem like a small marginal cost. CBO is concerned that 
there are not sufficient policies and established service levels in place to determine what can (or 
should) be incorporated into the blended rate going forward. Moreover, due to the sense of a 
“discount” that results from spreading costs across multiple payers, this may lead to substantial 
cost increases going forward.  

OMF’s FY 2019-20 Requested Budget includes four decision packages totaling almost $3.5 million 
in ongoing costs to tenant bureaus. If approved as requested, the ongoing cost of these requests 
would be incorporated into the blended rate beginning in FY 2020-21. Two of these packages, 
totaling almost $2.0 million, are for programming and replacement reserves that are specific to 
the Portland Building. Yet, if these are included in the blended rate model, bureaus outside of the 
Portland Building will be directly paying for technology, furniture and appliance replacement at a 
different location. This sets up a scenario where service level disparities will likely drive 
substantial new pressures on the blended rate; for example, if the Housing Bureau is paying a 
portion of furniture replacement costs at the Portland Building, it sets up the expectation that 
new furniture at the Housing Bureau will be funded by future additions to the blended rate. 
However, these costs are not currently planned for in the blended rate, nor could they 
reasonably be guaranteed given limited availability of resources.  

Another concern that will likely arise, given the findings of the OMF downtown tenancy 
evaluation that there are substantial space needs across bureaus, is whether the blended rate 
should fund the cost of tenant improvements in leased space. In the past, bureaus have funded 
tenant improvements in the lease space within their own resources (General Fund bureaus often 
request new resources). However, if a bureau requires additional leased space, it is unclear 
whether the blended rate would need to absorb these costs. OMF has indicated this will be the 
case beginning in FY 2020-21; in this scenario, bureau-specific leasing and tenant improvement 
choices will drive cost increases across all downtown tenants.   

Currently, there are no formal policies regarding services or service levels provided via the 
blended rate, or when additional debt can be taken out, and financed by the blended rate. 
Absent these policies, or an upper limit on the blended rate, costs are likely to increase 
significantly and in inconsistent ways in the coming years. Given that this is the last year before 
full implementation of the blended rate, CBO recommends that OMF convene a workgroup to 
develop formal policies and service levels for the blended rate. It may even be worthwhile to 
establish a blended rate model committee, similar to the Overhead Model Committee, to help 
govern this rate pool. Having this conversation in the near-term will help ensure that future 
increases to the blended rate are logically consistent and appropriately disperse costs across 
tenant bureaus. This work will be particularly critical as OMF continues to take the lead on 
developing a long-term centralized space plan for City bureaus.  

Bureau of Human Resources - Process Improvements and Performance 
Management  

The Bureau of Human Resources (BHR) provides centralized support to City employees and 



 

employment processes. While many functions are primarily driven by the bureau, support is also 
provided towards developing and implementing other bureau-led initiatives around recruitment, 
training, workforce development, and human capital management. These all contribute to a 
significant body of work and in light of constrained budget resources and minimal new FTE over 
the last five fiscal years, BHR has identified and implemented process improvement changes to 
better perform these tasks.  

Some process improvements have been born of necessity. Increasing demand for BHR services 
across the City with no additional FTE support requires changes and efficiencies to maintain a 
service levels. Examples of improvements already implemented include:  

▪ Using an electronic platform for employee transactions that have routing, signatures, and 
attachments, 

▪ Decentralizing organization management maintenance within SAP, 

▪ Implementing standard procedures and a process for bureau electronic submission of 
FMLA files, and 

▪ Updating forms to increase application processing speed, increasing data validations, and 
improving usability by enhancing logical sequencing and intuitive placement of fields.   

With each process improvement, the bureau is poised to find and track meaningful metrics by 
which they can manage their performance. Though the bureau speaks of making data-driven 
decisions in multiple program offers, performance metrics do not yet illustrate how this is being 
done. Some performance metrics are not yet developed; others have not yet had enough years of 
implementation to demonstrate a year-over-year growth in performance. The upcoming 
application of the performance management system is anticipated to provide a platform through 
which this is possible. CBO has highlighted how BHR has used performance measures to improve 
recruitment timelines in its Prior Year Performance Report, and this continued to recommend 
that the bureau build upon the efforts to improve other functions.3 It is recommended the 
bureau make a strong push to develop additional performance metrics over the course of the 
coming year to demonstrate the effects of improvements as they are made. 

Bureau of Human Resources - Centralized Initiatives and Citywide Communication  

BHR’s suite of program offers reflect significant intent and effort towards centralizing HR 
functions. Centralization of processes that affect all employees across the City is necessary to 
ensure consistent and appropriate support.  

This is especially apparent in the Employee and Labor Relations program. Moving from a team of 
three managers to a single manager was done with the intent to provide consistent coaching, 
systems, and accountability across all of Employee Relations while improving communication 
with bureaus and aligning with best practices. Because of this change, BHR has also been able to 
streamline various systems, eliminating redundancies and shortening process timelines for 
bureaus. As mentioned above, there are not yet published performance metrics associated with 
these changes and the bureau should prioritize finding meaningful ways to illustrate these 

                                                   
3 https://www.portlandoregon.gov/cbo/article/700405 



 

improvements. As the bureau continues to look towards centralization and development of 
Citywide initiatives on a broad scale, it would be prudent to collaborate with other bureaus who 
share goals in outcomes. This is reflected in a Direction to Develop issued jointly to the Office of 
Equity and Human Rights (OEHR) and BHR. Both bureaus share the goal of providing quality 
training on focus topics within the City, specifically equity issues, but currently have limited 
resources to do so. A possible component of the solution to this issue would include working with 
trainers at bureaus to develop material that could be provided by bureau staff. As was also 
relayed to OEHR, this “train the trainer” strategy could potentially be replicated in other large 
bureaus that experience large numbers of new hires annually, including Portland Parks & 
Recreation and the Portland Water Bureau. Centralized curriculum development would ensure 
the desired quality and consistency of content, but a delivery approach leveraging existing 
bureau capacity is recommended given the limited available ongoing General Fund resources.  

In FY 2018-19, the bureau was able to hire a Disability Resources and Employment Specialist 
(DRES), who has since launched the City’s new Disability Employment Program. This position ties 
to the City’s 2012 Model Employer resolution for persons with disabilities, specifically as they fall 
under ADA Title I – Employment. In Spring of 2019, the DRES will launch a Citywide survey to 
identify the percentage of City employees who identify as a person living with a disability. In 
2014, the bureau conducted a similar survey, in which only 964 employees responded. In FY 
2013-14, this represents only 18% of City employees (per the Adopted Budget Total FTE count). In 
an unrelated Citywide survey conducted in June 2018 to determine employees’ knowledge and 
satisfaction of employee benefits, only 17% of employees responded. BHR might consider a 
different approach to administering a Citywide survey – perhaps tying the survey to another 
necessary HR process, like employee self-review – to add validity and increase response rates.  

Bureau of Technology Services - Capital Projects 

BTS has major maintenance funding available in its budget to cover capital projects; however, the 
bureau asserts that those funds are frequently insufficient to meet all capital improvement plan 
(CIP) financial demands and operating projects. Unsupported costs must be covered by 
technology reserves which are budgeted as contingency in the bureau’s budget. Contingency that 
is not spent in any given fiscal year becomes unappropriated ending fund balance.  



 

 

 

While the optics of a growing ending fund balance implies the bureau has ample resources to 
cover all technology projects, that may not be the case. The total estimated costs of planned 
technology projects over the next five years amounts to approximately $37.5 million and the vast 
majority of these projects are planned to be funded with technology reserves/ending fund 
balance, which is currently just under $37 million.  

Growing ending fund balances is also reflective of challenges BTS experiences in completing 
technology projects along planned timeframes. Given that project funding and these balances are 
paid by customer bureaus, it is critical that BTS either (1) scopes staffing to either deliver on 
customer expectations, or (2) adjust rates and fees according to their ability to deliver on projects 
and services. To the degree that customer bureaus are allocating resources to their interagency 
agreements with BTS for projects that cannot be delivered, then there are fewer resources for 
customer bureaus to provide their services to the public.  

Staff Augmentation 

Like many other bureaus, BTS took significant reductions during the last economic downturn. 
However, for internal service bureaus, the reductions are often more severe as bureaus across 
the City also decrease their internal service agreements to try to cut costs. The budget cuts led 
BTS to reducing staff across numerous departments. While BTS has managed to increase staffing 
levels to largely accommodate operations, the City still contracts for outside services to fill gaps 
related to projects or increased workload. To help balance between staffing demands and the 
need for ongoing staff, BTS uses flexible services and staff augmentation contracts. Flex services 
contracts are often used for discrete bodies of work that serve a specific purpose. Bureaus use 
these for services such as developing business requirements for a project or quality assurance 
services. Staff augmentation contracts are used to provide labor at rates negotiated by the City4. 
These services are meant to be used on an as-needed temporary basis to supplement BTS staff or 

                                                   
4 https://www.portlandoregon.gov/bts/index.cfm?&c=52565 
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backfill permanent staff. Staff augmentation contracts are managed by BTS. Some of the 
contracts are for services provided to bureaus for projects. These are directly billed to bureaus. 
Other staff augmentation contracts provide support directly to BTS. 

While the City has negotiated rates, the rates are often higher than fully loaded costs for 
permanent FTE. In addition to being more expensive, temporary employees often do not have as 
in-depth knowledge of City specific issues and take institutional knowledge away when they leave 
an assignment.  

The City Budget Office (CBO) does not have exact details regarding how many of the contracts or 
what portion of the billings go to directly backfilling BTS staff for BTS services; however, CBO does 
recommend that BTS perform a staffing evaluation over the course of the next year that will 
identify classifications and work groups that consistently use staff augmentation contracts to 
accommodate resource demand. The study should then be used to identify potential cost savings 
of hiring permanent FTE.  

For example, based on the staff augmentation data provided by BTS, the City has spent $993,790 
on SAP developers since FY 2015-16. This is approximately $240,000 on average per fiscal year. 
The average fully loaded cost of an EBS FTE is $162,0645. Thus, depending on the amount of 

hours of staff time worked by 
the contractors6, the City 
could potentially have saved 
nearly $350,0007 by hiring a 
permanent FTE and would 
have gained the value of 
someone that knows City 
systems more broadly and 
who would retain institutional 
knowledge going forward. 

                                                   
5 Program personnel expenses divided by FTE for FY 2019-20. 
6 Billing details related to this data indicate this is a single FTE and thus comparable. 
7 Does not take classification or specialization into consideration. Savings may be greater or less dependent on classification. 
Data provided by BTS only included information regarding project or group. Data for the analysis relates to contract 31000695.  
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The City has multiple capital projects in FY 2019-20 and over the next five years that involves 
changes to SAP including the Citywide Asset Management Module, and SAP Suite on HANA.  

Noteworthy Capital Projects 

The Technology Executive Steering Committee (TESC) has identified the top three technology 
projects for FY 19 as: Portland Online Permitting System (POPS), Portland Building technology, 
and Portland Oregon Website Replacement (POWR). These projects are prioritized in terms of 
BTS resources.  

However, BTS’s five-year CIP includes moving forward with multiple technology projects with 
broad reaching impacts. A particularly noteworthy part of the CIP pertains to the City’s Fiber 
Design Strategy-INTEGRATED Regional Network Enterprise (IRNE) & I-NET project(s).  

IRNE is the fiber optic telecommunications network that carries all voice, video, and data 
communications traffic for the City. IRNE is integrated with I-Net, another regional fiber network. 
I-Net is owned and operated by Comcast Corporation. The City has a franchise agreement with 
Comcast that allows the City to purchase service that the City then resells to local governmental 
and educational institutions. The synergy between IRNE and I-Net has allowed the City to provide 
significantly less expensive data connectivity to numerous external customers. The current 
franchise agreement with Comcast will expire at the end of calendar year 2021. The City does not 
anticipate that Comcast will re-sign the agreement.  

When the Comcast agreement expires, the City will no longer be able to leverage I-Net to serve 
internal and external customers at lower costs.8 Additionally, the current agreement garners 
approximately $3.0 million in revenue annually BTS direct operating expenses are approximately 
$1.5 million, the other $1.5 million represent the indirect costs of operating the I-Net.  A portion 

                                                   

8 Before I-Net services, most public agencies used Qwest or Verizon for data services. I-Net is roughly 50% less expensive by 

comparison. https://www.portlandoregon.gov/article/432334 
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of the indirect costs represents IRNE major maintenance. This will need to be backfilled with 
other resources.9 

BTS is actively planning to build out a larger fiber network that would service governmental 
agencies in Multnomah County. This plan includes stakeholder engagement with current 
customers to identify where they need connectivity, what the infrastructure may look like, and 
how much it would cost to build the fiber connection to the different locations. While other 
jurisdictions have expressed interest in being customers, there is less interest in being a partner 
with the City and investing in the infrastructure. It is paramount that the City not assume an 
undue portion of the risk by building the infrastructure without commitments from partners. 

BTS is continuing to work with stakeholders to achieve consensus on scope and an agreement 
that will not result in the City assuming all the risk of large scale infrastructure investment 
without a guaranteed method to recover costs. The IRNE Fiber Expansion project is currently 
budgeted at $6.25 million over five years. Costs for the project will be covered by the IRNE major 
maintenance revenues. These revenues 10result from the current agreement with Comcast (as 
discussed above), which the City anticipates ending as of the end of December 2021. Elimination 
of this revenue source would leave approximately half of the anticipated costs unfunded. The 
City is not currently at risk of having lower levels of service for data connectivity. The City is 
currently at risk of losing customers if the IRNE fiber expansion project is not completed. 

Furthermore, the current estimate is subject to change as the full scope of the project is 
unknown. Additional conversations with stakeholders are scheduled to take place in late 
February 2019. From a timeline perspective, the end of 2021 is quite soon and the likelihood that 
the City can complete the IRNE Fiber Expansion Project in time to retain the customers is an 
additional dynamic the City must keep in mind. BTS has retained a subject matter expert with 
prior experience on similar projects to help guide conversation and define the scope of the 
project through a staff augmentation contract.11 Given the potential complexity, and multi-year 
nature of this project, this may be an opportunity for the City and BTS to invest in a permanent 
position that can support this project as a consistent resource. 

While this is not a comprehensive list of BTS capital projects, the collection does indicate that BTS 
has a significant workload over the next five years that will meaningfully impact City bureaus 
workloads. CBO encourages BTS to continue to work closely with customer stakeholders to 
understand what these changes mean for them functionally and financially. Further, CBO 
encourages BTS to more fully examine the underlying drivers of why some technology projects 
stagnate – including analysis on potential benefits to increasing FTE and decreasing reliance on 
staff augmentation through contracts. 

 

                                                   
9 See OTC review for additional information. 
10 I-Net rates cover BTS indirect expenses, which includes but is not limited to the costs of the TRMS software, space rent, and 
program management. 
11 Jessica Moss, Contract 3000697 



 

NOTABLE CHANGES  

Notable changes are covered in the Key Issues section of the review (above). 

DIRECTIONS TO DEVELOP 

BUREAU OF REVENUE & FINANCIAL SERVICES  

Maintain Current Tax Collection Levels 

$2,086,120 12.00 FTE 

Direction Language 

The Mayor’s Office issued a direction to develop to the Revenue Division, citing the need to 
maintain current tax collection levels. The Direction to Develop notes that up to 12.0 FTE are at 
risk of being laid off due to a series of decisions made to support them with one-time resources.  

CBO Analysis 

This decision package requests $1.66 million in General Fund ongoing resources, and $428,404 in 
General Fund one-time resources. There are four components of this request:  

▪ 2.0 limited term FTE that manage the IRS Data Exchange program and related technology 
costs, $617,132 in ongoing General Fund Resources.  

▪ 3.0 Limited Term Business License Tax collection FTEs, $428,404 in General Fund one-time 
resources. 

▪ 5.0 existing permanent FTE for revenue collections, $753,814 in ongoing General Fund 
resources. 

▪ $286,770 in ongoing General Fund resources to backfill revenues lost when OMF moved 
forward with several reorganizations.  

Generally speaking, the argument in favor of adding revenue collection positions is that these 
positions bring in more revenue than the cost for staff. The Revenue Division does not have the 
ability to predict or confirm the return on investment (ROI) on general tax collection positions 
with a high degree of certainty. In the past the division has relied on a “2:1” methodology that 
suggests each additional collection positive generates new revenues equal to two times the costs 
of a given position; CBO does not find this ROI methodology to be particularly compelling given 
the lack of information on the point of diminishing returns.12 At other times the bureau has 
provided estimated percentage impacts on overall tax compliance, which is both difficult to prove 
due to innumerable exogenous factors as well as changes in fluctuations in the value of a given 
percentage increase in compliance due to individual and aggregate level impacts of the business 
cycle.  

                                                   
12 Logically, at some point the City will reach a point where the amount of additional tax brought in by a position does not 
exceed the cost of that position. 



 

Despite these challenges, and in light of financial policy that dictates that revenue-generating 
functions be given high priority during budget development (FIN 2.06), CBO has recommended 
for multiple staff increases in the Revenue Division in recent years. CBO has typically 
recommended for one-time funding for positions or projects with unproven positive ROIs in order 
to provide opportunity to evaluate the impact of increased resource on revenue generation prior 
to making the resource allocation ongoing in nature. CBO finds this to be a prudent approach, 
given the imprecise nature of prospective ROI calculations. In cases where the ROI has shown 
positive, additional positions in the Revenue Division’s audit group, for example, CBO has 
recommended ongoing funding. The following recommendations are consistent with this 
approach: 

IRS Data Exchange (2.0 FTE, $617,132) 

The IRS Data Exchange project is another example where serial one-time has been allocated to 
support the program. The program was initially established in FY 2013-14, but had a substantially 
negative ROI for the first 3 years of operation. Late in the 4th year of operation, the project began 
to show signs of positive returns and Council authorized an additional year of funding with one-
time resources.  

Now after two years of confirmed positive returns on investment13, CBO recommends ongoing 
resources be dedicated to support this program. CBO notes that the Revenue Division plans to 
integrate IRS data into the new tax software system under development, and recommends that 
the magnitude of ongoing resources required to support the IRS data exchange be reevaluated 
once the new tax system is live.  

Limited Term Tax Collection Specialists (3.0 FTE, $428,404) 

Last year, the Revenue Division requested serial one-time resources to support a temporary 
increase in collection staff support. Council allocated one-time resources in FY 2018-19 for 3.0 
additional revenue collections specialists to accommodate the increase in customer service-
facing workload as a result of dramatic increases in the number of business license tax accounts.  

The addition of 3.0 FTE did appear to support an increase in estimated business license tax (BLT) 
compliance rates relative to the current year. Estimated compliance rates were 83% in February 
of 2018, compared to 92% in February 2019, which is more in line with historical compliance 
rates. At this point in time, BLT tax accounts are leveling off, increasing less than 1% over the 
prior year14. Based upon the increased compliance rate shown this year, CBO recommends an 
additional year of one-time resources to support these positions, as requested, but notes that the 
need for these positions will need to be re-evaluated in FY 2020-21. In addition to BLT account 
creation levelling off, the implementation of the Integrated Tax System project may result in a 
relative decrease in required customer service support due the availability of modernized e-filing, 

                                                   
13 Collections from this program were $941,621 in FY 2016-17 and $1,652,651 in FY 2017-18. Year-to-date collections have 
been $390,000. These figures are inclusive of both City and County collections.  

14 There were 128,642 Business License Tax accounts in February 2019, up only 748 from February 2018. 

 

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/citycode/article/200836


 

among other benefits.  

Backfilling Interagency Agreement Revenue  

The Revenue Division is requesting $286,770 in ongoing General Fund resources to backfill lost 
revenue from interagency agreements with the Water Bureau and with the Office for Community 
Technology (OCT). The Revenue Division estimates this foregone revenue is equivalent to 2.0 FTE, 
and states that these staff will be laid off absent the allocation of additional General Fund 
revenues.  

However, in evaluating the actual relative increase in costs to the General Fund-funded portions 
of the Revenue Division, information provided by the Revenue Division indicates that the 
estimated impact is $220,000. This is because the Revenue Division spreads their indirect costs 
across the Arts Tax, Liens, and Transient Lodging funds in addition the General Fund.  

The $220,000 estimated impact is equivalent to portions of indirect staff costs, lease payments, 
and OMF-Business Operations staff that are no longer cross-subsidized by the Water Bureau and 
OCT. Of this total, $100,000 is due to lease costs, $100,000 for indirect staff costs, and $20,000 in 
OMF-Bus Ops charges. The Revenue Division has been (or will be) able to recoup some of these 
overhead costs by charging against new programs (i.e. Clean Energy Surcharge and Assessment, 
Finance, Foreclosure program).  

Adjusting to changing interagency revenues and costs is difficult for many bureaus. This is a 
common challenge, but one that is typically managed internally within a bureau’s existing 
resources. Moreover, financial policy states that revenue-generating functions are to be given the 
highest priority in budget development processes; this is true at the Citywide level, but it is 
equally true at the bureau budget development level. OMF’s current appropriation level, or base 
budget, included $23.8 million in ongoing General Fund resources. OMF leadership determines 
internally how to best allocate these available resources across General Fund-funded portions of 
OMF. CBO appreciates the fact that this is a complicated endeavor, but the shortfall in the 
Revenue Division is less than 1% of these total available resources. CBO recommends that these 
changes in interagency agreement revenue be managed within OMF, and that OMF realign 
internally to prevent laying off these 2.0 positions in the Revenue Division.  

Backfilling County Subsidization of Revenue Collection Costs 

The Revenue Division is requesting $753,814 in ongoing resources to support 5.0 existing revenue 
collection staff. This continues a discussion from prior budget processes in which the City and 
County try to reconcile the appropriate portion of costs that should be funded by the County for 
tax collection services.   

The City’s financial policies suggest that the City should strive to achieve full cost recovery for 
services that benefit a specific entity, and that the City should make all efforts to collect revenues 
owed to the City. The City, specifically the Revenue Division, provides tax collection services for 
the Business License Tax on behalf of the County. The current intergovernmental agreement 
(IGA) that governs this arrangement requires annual payment from the County for this service of 
$1.3 million. However, the County’s proportional payment should be closer to $2.5 million, based 



 

on a cost recovery of expectation of 41%15 of the total $6.1 million cost of providing this service. 
This is not inclusive of proportional investment in large capital projects like the $30.0 million 
Integrated Tax System project, for which proportional County investment would also be 
appropriate. 

In FY 2015-16, Council issued a budget note as follows:  

Multnomah County Tax Collection Reimbursement  

Council directs the Office of Management & Finance - Revenue Division to renegotiate the 
intergovernmental agreement with Multnomah County for the collection of business income 
taxes. The updated agreement will be in place before the start of FY 2016-17 and will include 
full-cost recovery defined by the percent split of business income taxes received by the City 
and County. The new agreement will eliminate any General Fund subsidy for services 
provided on the County's behalf. The City Budget Office is directed to reduce the FY 2016-17 
current appropriation level target for the Office of Management & Finance by an amount 
equal to the increase in resources received from Multnomah County per the new agreement. 

This renegotiation with the County did not reach conclusion. In FY 2017-18, Council followed up 
with another budget note:  

Multnomah County Tax Collection Reimbursement  

Council directs the Office of Management & Finance to renegotiate the intergovernmental 
agreement with Multnomah County for the collection of business income tax with the goal of 
achieving full cost recovery. Full cost recovery is defined by the percent split of business 
income taxes received by the City and County.  

Council also directs the City Budget Office to backfill the bureau's $640,050 current 
appropriation level reduction on a one-time basis in FY 2017-2018 and FY 2018-19. 

The shortfall in the Revenue Division was an intentional decision by Council to initiate 
achievement of cost recovery under a renegotiated IGA amount with the County. These 
resources were back-filled for two years. The CFO and the Revenue Division Director have each 
attempted on multiple occasions to engage the County in IGA negotiations, but we are now at a 
point where cost recovery has not been achieved and the Revenue Division requires additional 
resources to maintain collection levels. 

It is unlikely that the County would choose to develop and maintain its own revenue collection 
system and staff, so it seems reasonable the City will eventually achieve cost recovery for this 
body of work. However, the timeline by which this can be achieved is unknown. In the past, 
OMF’s preferred strategy has been to incrementally increase the IGA, with the goal of eventually 
achieving full cost recovery. Current OMF and Bureau of Revenue and Financial Services 
leadership are in support of a full cost recovery model and have been in negotiations with the 
County.  

                                                   
15 The total BLT tax collected has historically been split between the County (41%) and City (59%). Beginning in tax year 2018, 
the City increased the percentage of BLT it collects from 2.2% to 2.6%. As City BLT collection increases, this split with the 
County will shift to closer to 36% (County) and 64% (City).  



 

The current agreement expires in June 2019, but the current CFO at the County has deferred 
further negotiations to his successor.16 To that end, OMF plans to offer the County a one-year 
extension based on the current agreement, which will bring in revenues to the City of $1.35 
million – an amount comparable to prior years.  

Given the two outstanding budget notes and current OMF leadership’s commitment to achieving 
full cost recovery (as opposed to recovery of marginal costs), CBO is hopeful that a new IGA with 
the County (going into effect summer of 2020) will align with City financial policy on cost recovery 
and bring in an additional $1.1 million in resources to support the Revenue Division, in additional 
to proportional revenue to support new investments like the integrated tax system.  

There are three options to achieve the goal of maintaining current collection levels in FY 2019-20, 
as indicated in the Direction to Develop:  

▪ Ongoing resources to the Revenue Division of $753,814, with any future increased 
payments from the County retained by the Revenue Division within its base budget. This 
option would “over-pay” the Revenue Division for current service levels as payments 
increase from the County. 

▪ One-time resource allocation of $753,814 in FY 2019-to Revenue Division in with Council 
direction to achieve full cost recovery in year one of the new IGA with the County.  

▪ One-time resources of $753,814 in FY 2019-20 to continue to subsidize the County’s costs 
for BLT collection, coupled with direction to OMF to achieve a full cost recovery IGA with 
the County over a period of time and direction to CBO to increase the Revenue Division’s 
CAL target each year (in decreasing amounts) to offset the County’s less-than-cost 
recovery payments over the timeline set by Council.  

CBO recommends the 2nd option, as it provides for resources to maintain current collection 
levels, but provides direction to achieve cost recovery from the County. The City’s intent to 
receive increase the IGA to achieve cost recovery has been discussed with the County for many 
years, and these negotiations can be finalized negotiations over the next 15 months.  

CBO Recommendation: ($617,132 ongoing) | ($1,182,218 one-time) | 12.00 FTE 

Integrated Tax System 

$9,982,950, 15.00 FTE 

Direction Language 

The Mayor’s Office issued a Direction to Develop to the Revenue Division to request resources to 
move forward with the Integrated Tax System project, which supports the collection of revenues 
for the City and partners of over $400 million annually. The system requires replacement, and a 
new system should have new functionality to support better customer service and integration of 
federal tax information.  

                                                   
16 The County CFO intends to retire in May, 2019. 



 

CBO Analysis 

The Revenue Division currently utilizes multiple aging and unconnected systems to collect taxes. 
These systems are nearing the end of their useful lives and do not support modern expectations 
around tax collection such as electronic filing or seamless cross-referencing of tax accounts. The 
systems are supported by a vendor with few employees, who has indicated a decision to retire in 
the next couple of years, creating a critical single point of failure if the vendor could no longer 
provide service support for the system. Council has previously allocated resources to the 
Revenue Division to develop requirements for a Request-for-Proposals (RFP) to replace the 
systems; this RFP was issued earlier this year and the Revenue Division is currently reviewing 
proposals and is expected to issue a Notice of Intent to Award on March 21, 2019.  

The project is currently slated to begin in July 2019. The Revenue Division notes that, given the 
cadence of tax filing seasons, the logical time for implementation is between June and September 
and delaying the start date by even a few months would effectively delay the start date for over a 
year. The Division further notes that delaying this project will increase the City’s risk as it pertains 
to reliance on an aging system that will soon be unsupported, as well delay any increased 
revenues that may be realized with a new system.  

CBO is supportive of the Integrated Tax System (ITS) project, and views this as a required project 
that is critical to maintaining existing City revenues and maximizing future revenues. However, 
given that proposals are currently under review, the information available on project timelines 
and cost is somewhat limited.  

Current estimates indicate the project may cost as much as $30 million over three years, but this 
is a low confidence estimate. External contract costs are estimated at $14 million, while internal 
staff support and BTS support are estimated at $5.6 million and $3.6 million respectively. The 
Revenue Division is requesting $10 million in FY 2019-20:  

▪ $2 million in limited term personnel services costs for 15.0 FTE, 

▪ $6 million in external materials and services costs, primarily for contracted 
implementation services, and 

▪ $2 million in internal materials and services costs, primarily for billable Bureau of 
Technology Services costs. 

Given limited available General Fund resources, this project will almost certainly require financing 
to move forward in the near term. The Revenue Division is exploring two options: traditional 
financing and benefits-based financing. In a benefits-based financing scenario the vendor would 
pay for project implementation and receive repayment via a negotiated percentage of increased 
revenues generated from the integrated tax system project. CBO does not have detailed 
knowledge of benefits-based financing scenarios that may be under discussion with vendors, but 
would recommend caution in pursuing this financing option. The City would have small upfront 
costs for the ITS project, but the negotiated definition of the “baseline” revenues introduces a 
certain level of risk to the City. Depending on the negotiated baseline, the City could end up 
paying a greater premium for financing under this scenario than with traditional financing.  



 

Based on current project cost information, the City’s debt management team estimates that 
traditional financing would require a $3.6 million principle/interest payment over eight years. 
This debt schedule is inclusive of a recommended 5% cash contribution to the project of $1.4 
million.  

The Revenue Division did not set aside a replacement reserve over the useful life of the existing 
system, but the Bureau of Revenue and Financial Services as a whole set aside approximately 
$1.2 million for technology replacement projects across its divisions in the last 2-3 years. CBO 
recommends $1.4 million in new one-time General Fund resources be allocated for the ITS 
project, but notes that the Bureau of Revenue and Financial Services technology reserve is also 
available to contribute to the project if necessary. The trade-off for using this reserve would be 
delaying other technology projects, particularly in the Procurement Division.  

The Revenue Division is unlikely to incur more than $1.4 million in interest costs in FY 2019-20 
based on traditional financing scenarios. However, there are currently insufficient ongoing 
resources in the General Fund forecast to support $3.6 million in estimated debt financing going 
forward. Given this, and the fact that financing cost estimates are still considered low confidence, 
CBO recommends that Council direct the Revenue Division to request a CAL adjustment for debt 
financing costs in the FY 2019-20 Fall BMP. By this time, a vendor selection will have been made 
and debt financing costs will be higher confidence. To the degree that additional ongoing General 
Fund revenues do not materialize, a CAL adjustment made in the FY 2019-20 Fall BMP will have 
the effect of driving reductions across other General Fund-funded functions during FY 2020-21 
budget development. 

CBO typically strongly recommends against actions that drive ongoing costs outside of a budget 
development cycle, as would be the case for a Fall BMP CAL adjustment, as this circumvents the 
larger prioritization process that happens during budget development. However, in this particular 
case, CBO views this project as critical to the City’s operations and maintenance of revenue 
streams and is supportive of this project having “first claim” on available ongoing resources in the 
FY 2020-21 budget development process. 

CBO will continue to work with the Revenue Division on refining projected project and financing 
costs as vendor selection and negotiation moves forward.  

CBO Recommendation: $1,400,000 one-time 

Implementation of Clean Air Construction Standard Regional Program 
Framework  

$918,895, 2.00 FTE 

Direction Language 

Council passed Resolution 37403 in December 2018, adopting a new Clean Air Construction 
Standard for the City. Procurement Services was directed to bring forward programmatic options 
to support the implementation of this standard, including a business case supporting that option 
and a discussion of alternatives. Information about timelines and commitments from regional 
partners (including roles and breakdown of costs between participating agencies) should also be 



 

provided.  

CBO Analysis 

The request from the Procurement Division is for $731,895 in ongoing General Fund resources, 
$187,000 in General Fund one-time resources, and 2.0 FTE to provide programmatic support for 
the City’s Clean Air Standard. Based on the bureau’s decision package submission, ongoing costs 
for this program are expected to be over $1.0 million beginning in year two.  

In December 2018, Council passed a resolution amending the City’s Sustainable Procurement 
Policy to include restrictions on the emissions of diesel equipment and trucks used in fulfilment 
of City contracts (the Clean Air Construction standard). Air quality is a concern in most of 
Portland, as can be seen below from Oregon Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) map of 
particulate concentration above benchmark. This policy was developed in conjunction with 
multiple regional governments who are expected to adopt the Clean Air Construction standard in 
the coming months.  

 

The Clean Air Construction Program involves three core program elements: administration, 
compliance/enforcement, and support for COBID-certified17 firms (e.g. minority, woman-owned, 
etc.). This package is for 2.0 new FTE within Procurement Services to administer the program on 
behalf of the City and regional partners and for program funds to contract out the development 
and/or ongoing performance of other program elements. The programmatic costs in year one are 
$918,895, which includes increased administrative costs for compliance monitoring and for 
financial assistance to support firms adjusting to the new standard. There are two potential 
funding streams that are not in place currently, but might supplement the City’s General Fund 

                                                   
17 COBID is the State of Oregon’s Certification Office for Business Inclusion and Diversity, which provides minority and women-
owned enterprise certification. 

https://efiles.portlandoregon.gov/Record/12538569/


 

allocation in the future:  

▪ Revenue from contractor equipment registration fees 

▪ Financial contributions from participating regional partners through intergovernmental 
agreements 

The policy includes equipment age restrictions, retrofit options, and restrictions on idling 
practices, as well as requirements around compliance and verification for contractors. Upon 
passage of the Clean Air Construction standard, it was noted there were likely substantial costs 
associated with implementing the proposed amendments to the City’s Sustainable Procurement 
Policy, but that the Procurement Division had not fully evaluated or quantified these costs at that 
time. As a result of this policy change, the City will face higher per-contract costs as firms adjust 
to these requirements, but the amount of these higher costs are unknown.  

This policy will increase costs to the City for contracted services; in addition to direct 
programmatic support of approximately $1 million, there are likely increased contractor 
compliance costs passed on to the City have not been quantified by Procurement Services. There 
is still extremely limited information on how the implementation of this policy will impact 
contractors, or whether the effort and financial burden to come into requirement with these 
policies would deter businesses from contracting with the City completely. It is also unknown 
what impact compliance and monitoring for this policy will have on the procurement timelines 
for affected contracts.  

In other regions where similar policies have had the greatest impact, they are typically led at the 
state level to ensure that a critical mass of diesel emitters are actually affected by the policy 
change.18 Per the Procurement Division, the purpose of enacting this policy change at the 
local/regional level, absent state level action, is to “create market demand for cleaner diesel 
equipment/vehicles” as well as “demonstrating proof-of-concept” to other public agencies that 
have not adopted this standard, including Tri-Met and Portland Public Schools.  

The program would ensure that the 20-30 City contracts in a given year that meet the threshold 
for this policy are in compliance19, as well as contracts from established partners. It is not clear 
the magnitude of impact that diesel restrictions on these few firms will have, especially given that 
the private construction and trucking markets remain unregulated at the state level. There is not 
yet any system in place to track outcomes related to this program, but part of the current 
proposal is to develop an online contractor equipment registration system.  

Council has decided to move forward with the new Clean Air Standard, and this will require staff 

time to support and monitor. However, CBO has concerns about the City assuming all the 

financial burden for a collaborative program that is intended to be supported financially by other 

jurisdictions. As of February 2019, other jurisdictions’ financial support of this program is still 

                                                   
18 Examples include the State of California and the Province of British Columbia.  
19 Compliance activities under this program would be as follows: 1) vehicle/equipment registration with equipment emissions 
information, 2) issuance of a compliance decal for display on equipment/vehicles to assist project managers with routine visual 
checks when on job sites, and 3) random on-site inspections by technical personnel who can verify engine and/or retrofit 
compliance statements are accurate. Exemptions to this standard would be tracked through the to-be-developed database. 



 

pending or contingent on funds being available. There are multiple other scenarios across the 

City where the City has led with financial support for a program or service, but ultimately not 

recouped assumed financial contributions. Per the Procurement division, there is some potential 

for “in-kind” contributions to the Clean Air Construction program should the 2019 State 

Legislature authorize and provide funding for DEQ to take on some new activities related to 

reducing diesel particulate matter emissions.  If there are any program elements that DEQ can 

absorb based on the outcome of the 2019 legislative session, that would reduce the overall cost 

to the City and other Clean Air Construction partners. 

Limiting diesel particulate emissions in the Portland metro area is important for the health and 

quality of life for Portland residents. However, given extremely limited available General Fund 

resources in FY 2019-20, CBO does not recommend allocating funds for this program at this time. 

CBO recommends that the existing bureau stakeholder workgroup continue to develop the 

program details as best as possible, solidify pending financial contributions from local partners, 

and track state or federal level opportunities for new resources. The risks for delaying program 

development are that implementation and monitoring of the Clean Air Standard will be delayed 

until a different regional partner assumes the lead programmatic role, and that community 

stakeholders will be dissatisfied with the delayed implementation timeline.  

CBO Recommendation: $0 | 0.00 FTE 

Risk Management Cybersecurity Insurance  

$250,000, 0.00 FTE 

Direction Language 

The Mayor’s Office issued a Direction to Develop to OMF-Risk Management to request increased 
interagency resources to fund the cost of an external insurance policy for cyber-security risks.  

CBO Analysis 

This request from Risk Management is to increase interagency revenue from bureau customers 
by $250,000 to cover the cost of a cyber risk insurance policy. Currently, cyber risk exposures do 
not fall within the coverage of the City's self-insurance program provided by the Insurance & 
Claims operating Fund, and are borne as a cost to bureaus. The City’s Risk Manager does not 
believe retaining this financial risk is prudent. A purchased cyber insurance policy would allow the 
City to shift the financial impacts of cyber-related risk to an insurer beyond a given threshold (e.g. 
impacts or claims above $100,000 would be paid by an insurer under this approach). 

High-profile cyber risks, such as the ransom-ware attack that debilitated the City of Atlanta for 
several days,20 garner significant media attention, but lower level cyber-attacks are far more 
common. A 2016 survey by the International City/County Management Association (ICMA) 
indicates that cyber-attacks on local governments occur regularly and with increasing frequency, 

                                                   
20 https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/27/us/cyberattack-atlanta-ransomware.html 
 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/27/us/cyberattack-atlanta-ransomware.html


 

and that 1/3 of all attacks were ransom-related.   

The details of cyber security risks have yet to be developed and worked out between the City’s 
risk management staff and potential insurers, but authorization by Council of increased 
interagency agreement payments from customer bureaus would allow Risk to move forward and 
establish a policy on behalf of the City.  

The City spends significant resources combating phishing and other low-level cyber-attacks, both 
around awareness/prevention and paying for consumer protection accounts where necessary. 
This request for increased interagency resources was supported by OMF’s BAC, which is 
comprised of executive bureau leadership. CBO concurs with OMF-Risk Management and the 
OMF BAC that shifting the financial risk of larger, more disruptive attacks to an external insurance 
policy is a sensible approach to mitigate increasing cyber-security risks facing the City. CBO 
recommends increasing interagency rates to support the cost of this insurance policy. Given 
extremely limited available General Fund resources, CBO does not recommend allocating 
resources to backfill this increased cost for General Fund bureaus.  

CBO Recommendation: $250,000 ongoing | 0.00 FTE 

Convert New Fee-Based Programs to Ongoing 

$638,000, 4.00 FTE 

Direction Language 

The Mayor’s Office issued a Direction to Develop to the Revenue Division and the Portland 
Housing Bureau (PHB) to propose appropriate fee levels to support the Rental Registration 
Program and the Accessory Dwelling Unit System Development Charge Waiver Program. Council 
intended both fee-based programs to be permanent and paid for by fees.  

CBO Analysis 

The requests put forward by the Revenue Division and PHB are not particularly responsive to the 
Direction to Develop issued by the Mayor’s Office. The Direction to Develop explicitly requests the 
bureaus to bring forward fee scenarios for Council consideration that would fully fund the Rental 
Registration program with fee-revenue, but both the Revenue Division and PHB requested General 
Fund resources for these programs and did not submit any kind of fee proposal.  

CBO’s understanding is that there was limited coordination between Housing and the Revenue 
Division on the Rental Registration program in responding to this Direction to Develop.  

▪ The Revenue Division has requested one-time General Fund resources of $469,500 to 
cover the anticipated cost of continuing to manage Rental Registration through the 
existing Business License Tax platform (a total of 3.0 FTE given the estimated 126,000 units 
that would be subject to this requirement). The Revenue Division indicated that it deferred 
to PHB on the development of a fee scenario to support this program.  

o The Revenue Division is also requesting recognition of $168,500 in ADU SDC waiver 
fees and the conversion of 1.0 FTE supporting this program to permanent. To the 
degree that there are sufficient and sustained external revenues to support this 



 

request, CBO would recommend this action. However, as ADU SDC waiver fee 
revenues fluctuate, or decline with demand, Revenue Division will need to develop 
options to ensure this program remains fully fee-supported.   

▪ PHB’s request is for $2.8 million in ongoing General Fund, which would cover Rental 
Registration services and staff (see PHB review for additional information). The bureau did 
not propose a fee structure, and notes that additional work is required to work with the 
Revenue Division to develop those scenarios.  

CBO does not recommend limited General Fund resources for these programs based on Council’s 
intent that they be fully fee-supported. CBO also does not recommend that 3.0 positions in the 
Revenue Division be converted to permanent absent an ongoing resource allocation to support 
these positions.  

CBO recommends that, over the course of the next three months, PHB and Revenue work together 
and return to Council with fee scenarios that consider the following: 

▪ The ongoing level of outreach, education, and legal services that will be provided through 
the Rental Services Office; 

▪ The ongoing roles and responsibilities of each bureau, as this impacts what costs would be 
factored into a registration fee; 

▪ Whether Rental Registration will be incorporated into the new Integrated Tax System; and 

▪ Whether the City intends to pursue a mandatory inspection program.  

CBO recommends that the Revenue Division and PHB bring an action before Council to establish 
fees for the Rental Registration program prior to the Adoption of the FY 2019-20 budget. Council 
may determine to provide one-time resources to the Revenue Division to partially or fully support 
3.0 Rental Registration FTE in FY 2019-20, but absent proposed fee scenarios it is not possible to 
determine the difference between anticipated fee revenue and the cost for these positions.  

To the degree that the Rental Registration fee scenario approved by Council is not fully cost 
recovery in year one, the Revenue Division may be directed to move forward with its support of 
the Rental Registration and request one-time resources in the Fall BMP FY 2019-20.  

CBO does not recommend any General Fund resources for this program at this time, but does 
recommend the recognition of ADU SCD waiver revenues and establishment of a position to 
maintain that program, with the caution this program is not intended to be subsidized by the 
General Fund. The bureau will need to monitor available revenues and scale programmatic 
expenditures as appropriate.  

CBO Recommendation: ($168,500 ongoing) | 1.00 FTE 



 

CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER’S OFFICE 

General Fund Capital Set-Aside Requests 

$10,650,000, 0.00 FTE 

OMF requested funding for three projects from the General Fund Capital Set-Aside:  

▪ Justice Center Elevators, $2.9 million 

▪ City Hall Balcony Railing, $250,000  

▪ Redundant Power Supply for ECC-PCC, $7.5 million 

Based on the validated rankings of the Capital Set Aside committee (which includes 
representatives from Parks, OMF-BTS, OMF-Facilities Services, PBOT, CBO, BES, and Water), these 
projects did not score high enough to be allocated funding in FY 2019-20. The committee’s 
rankings would allocate the available $9.0 million in Capital Set Aside resources to several 
projects in PBOT and Parks & Recreation.  

Regarding OMF-Facilities Services’ ability to address major maintenance projects with limited 
resources, CBO notes that OMF-Facilities Services has an outstanding budget note that reads as 
follows:  

Phase-in Major Maintenance Rate Increase  

Council directs OMF to work with CBO and customer bureaus to develop a plan to phase-in 
increases to the major maintenance component of rental rates for Facilities Services-owned 
buildings. The plan will be submitted with OMF's Fall BMP, so that recommendations can be 
considered during the FY 2018-19 budget process. The plan should include recommendations 
and supporting analysis for a phase-in timeline, rental rates and tenant impacts.  

A robust asset management program is critical to ensuring the appropriate usage of major 
maintenance funding and timely execution of projects. Council further directs that OMF-
Facilities Services address the following issues in the OMF FY 2018-19 Requested Budget 
submission: 

▪ Service Level Definitions: OMF-Facilities Services will formalize and clarify the service 
levels provided to tenant customers under its major maintenance policies, and 
communicate these definitions to tenant customers. 

▪ Major Maintenance Project Prioritization: OMF-Facilities will develop a robust asset 
management prioritization framework and all major maintenance projects will be 
prioritized based on a standardized analysis of cost, risk, and service level. 

▪ Performance Management: OMF-Facilities Services will work with CBO and the Citywide 
Asset Managers Group to develop a suite of performance measures designed to 
appropriately monitor and track progress in Facilities Services. 

CBO recommends that OMF-Facilities Services continue its current efforts to develop an Asset 



 

Management program and develop a robust proposal for Council consideration to increase the 
major maintenance component of rental rates to support necessary major maintenance projects.  

CBO also notes the current balance of major maintenance reserves for City Hall is essentially $021. 
At the same time that OMF-Facilities Services is requesting Capital Set Aside resources for the 
City Hall Balcony project, OMF-Facilities Services intends to move forward with a City Hall audio-
visual project for which there are no reserves; OMF-Facilities Services intends to over-spend 
against City Hall’s major maintenance resources. While this may be an important project, CBO 
has concerns that OMF-Facilities Services is overspending the City Hall major maintenance 
account to support an audio-visual project, especially to the degree that there are core building 
maintenance projects that are currently unfunded.    

CBO Recommendation: $0 | 0.00 FTE 

Appropriate Staffing Levels for the Reconstructed Portland Building 

$1,042,402, 6.00 FTE 

Direction Language 

The Mayor’s Office issued a Direction to Develop to OMF regarding staffing levels for 
maintenance and programmatic expansions, such as managing a furniture program, in the 
reconstructed Portland Building. The resource option in the direction is increasing Facilities 
Services rental rates.  

CBO Analysis 

This decision package requests 6.0 permanent FTE in Facilities Services, in addition to existing 
staff, to manage the reconstructed Portland Building. The total cost to customer bureaus for this 
request is $1,042,402. The reopening of the reconstructed Portland Building is being used as a 
leverage point to request additional resources that will not realistically be applied solely to the 
maintenance and operations of the Portland Building; the resources requested are likely to be 
used to increase service levels across multiple locations. This is not necessarily a bad outcome, 
but CBO notes that the resources requested are not necessarily intended to be dedicated solely 
to the Portland Building.  

This request is most easily understood as two distinct components:  

• A request for 1.0 dispatcher position and 2.0 Facilities Maintenance Technicians to 
manage preventive and operational maintenance.  

o $517,256, funded by Portland Building tenants in year one, thereafter by payers 
into the downtown core blended rate.  

• A request for 1.0 program coordinator position and 2.0 Utility Worker II positions to 
manage a standardized furniture program, meeting room management, and event 
management support for the Portland Building.  

                                                   
21 Current City Hall major maintenance projects include an exterior restoration, roof replacement, and rooftop mechanical 
replacement.  



 

o $525,148, funded by tenants at the Portland Building, City Hall, and the 1900 
Building in year one, thereafter by payers into the downtown core blended rate.  

Dispatcher and FMT positions 

The OMF BAC, comprised of customer bureau leadership, was supportive of the request for 
additional FMTs and dispatcher positions. However, given extremely limited General Fund 
resources, these cost increases for General Fund bureaus are unlikely to be backfilled with new 
resources, leading to service tradeoffs within those bureaus. CBO recommends the addition of a 
dispatcher position and for the addition of a Utility Worker II (UWII) position rather than 2.0 
FMTs; additional analysis suggests that this would be sufficient to cover anticipated Portland 
Building needs in conjunction with existing resources.  

As requested, the $517,256 
cost for this decision package 
would be funded by Portland 
Building tenants as shown in 
the chart at the right.  

An additional limited term 
dispatcher position was 
established in the FY 2018-19 
Fall BMP to help address 
increased workload. 
Thousands of work order 
requests are made each year, 
and dispatchers help 
prioritize and direct the 
workload of Facilities Maintenance Technicians and Utility Worker IIs to complete these work 
orders. To the degree that an additional dispatcher will help mitigate some of the “bottleneck in 
the process of resolving customer requests,” per Facilities Services, CBO is supportive of this 
request, especially in light of new buildings coming online. However, it is illogical for this new 
position to be charged solely to Portland Building tenants, as work orders are received across all 
buildings managed by OMF-Facilities. It is not clear why the Portland Building in particular would 
require a dedicated dispatcher position, especially given that the 2.0 current dispatchers are 
included in the Facilities Services’ corporate rate and paid for by all customers. CBO recommends 
that this position be funded from the Facilities Service’s corporate rate.  

The request for Facilities Maintenance Technicians (FMTs) indicates that 1.9 FMT’s worth of 
hours were consumed by the Portland Building in FY 2016-17 (the last year it was fully in 
operation). However, other data from Facilities Services indicates that over 3,600 hours were 
spent responding to work orders in FY 2016-17. It may be true that the equivalent of 1.9 FMT 
hours was consumed for operations and maintenance, but the Portland Building’s FY 2016-17 
building budget had over $600,000 budgeted for operations & maintenance. This indicates there 
were sufficient available resources to fund over 3.0 Facilities Maintenance Technicians. CBO has 
requested a cross-walk of the FY 2016-17 Portland Building O&M budget to the FY 2019-20 O&M 
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budget, but the bureau did not provide this information. It is not clear why there would be fewer 
hours budgeted within existing rates for O&M at the reconstructed building.  

A recent analysis of new buildings systems at the reconstructed Portland Building indicated that 
3,000 hours of FMT time is required to meet preventive maintenance tasks. The building’s O&M 
budget should be sufficient to cover this requirement without increases to tenant rental rates, 
especially with an anticipated reduction in non-billable demand work orders.   

However, a portfolio-wide analysis of all buildings managed by Facilities Services does indicate 
that additional Utility Worker IIs would address an inefficiency that arises when highly skilled 
FMTs spend time addressing lower-skill demand work orders. Some of these hours are billed 
directly to customers, while others are covered under O&M service agreements for buildings. 
Approximately 30% of all work orders submitted to Facilities Services are demand-billable work 
orders, many of which do not require the full skill set of licensed FMTs. Additional Utility Worker 
IIs shift lower-skilled work from FMTs, freeing up time to focus on higher skill maintenance work 
and increasing preventive maintenance completion rates. An additional Utility Worker II position 
at the Portland Building would preserve FMT time to remain focused on preventive maintenance 
and operations work, and CBO recommends the addition of 1.0 Utility Worker II.  

Furniture Program Coordinator and Support Staff 

Facilities Services is requesting 3.0 positions to manage a furniture program at the Portland 
Building. Council determined in FY 2017-18 to debt finance the purchase of $18.8 million of 
standardized “kit-of-parts” furniture and fixtures for the Portland Building in order to fit several 
hundred additional employees into the reconstructed space. OMF Facilities-Services has taken 
the lead on establishing a program to manage furniture in the reconstructed building, including 
furniture replacement and day-to-day management of furniture in common spaces throughout 
the building. The total cost for these three additional employees is $525,148.  

As requested, the $525,148 cost for this decision package would be funded by tenants in the 
Portland Building, City Hall, and the 1900 Building as follows:  

 



 

 

OMF-Facilities Services has taken the approach of charging these costs to tenants not just in the 
Portland Building, but those in City Hall and the 1900 Building as well. The rationale provided is 
that the furniture management program will eventually be rolled out to these buildings as well, 
and these staff would be available to provide other services to City Hall and 1900 Building 
tenants, but CBO identifies this as an inappropriate charge for non-Portland Building tenants 
based on the current understanding of this programming. This is especially true given that a 
similar future furniture program at City Hall or the 1900 Building would involve substantial capital 
investments for furniture and fixture replacement that is not currently planned for or budgeted. 
CBO notes the inclusion of a $95,783 charge to the Bureau of Development Services (BDS); it is 
not clear whether legal issues would arise if BDS were to use permit fees to support a furniture 
management program in a building where BDS is not a tenant.  

The General Fund impact of this request is $217,687. Given the extremely limited availability of 
ongoing General Fund resources, it is unlikely that the increase in rent charges to these bureaus 
would be backfilled with new resources. Should this $525,148 program expansion move forward, 
it would drive trade-offs across affected bureaus, in particular the Attorney’s Office, the Auditor’s 
Office, and Parks & Recreation. The OMF BAC was not in support of this aspect of the Portland 
Building staffing request.  

It is not yet clear exactly what furniture management staffing needs will be needed at the 
reconstructed Portland Building. If OMF-Facilities Services anticipates furniture management 
workload specifically due to the reopening, CBO would suggest that the division use its operating 
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reserve to fund limited term positions. Regarding ongoing furniture management, CBO would 
recommend that OMF continue to work with tenant bureaus to come to agreement about the 
desired level of service and establish interagency agreements as part of base budget 
development, so the request does not drive unanticipated trade-offs during budget 
development. 

In summary, CBO recommends the addition of 1.0 Facilities Services Dispatcher and 1.0 Utility 
Worker II position in response to work order volume,22 but does not recommend increased 
interagency charges to support 3.0 positions for a furniture program or the 2.0 FMTs requested.  

CBO Recommendation: $195,440 ongoing | 2.00 FTE 

Portland Building Appliances and Furniture Replacement 

$1,211,527, 0.00 FTE 

Direction Language 

The Mayor’s Office issued a Direction to Develop to OMF regarding the establishment of an 
appliance and furniture replacement reserve for the Portland Building. The resource option in the 
direction is increasing Facilities Services rental rates.  

CBO Analysis 

Establishing a replacement reserve for furniture and appliances is objectively a good fiscal 
practice and is in alignment with the City’s financial policies. The anticipated annual cost of this 
replacement reserve is $1.2 million per year. Historically, bureaus managed the replacement of 
furniture and appliances on their own, and within their available resources. This request is 
related to the “furniture program” staffing requests in the Portland Building staffing request 
directly above: 3.0 FTE totaling $525,148 in ongoing costs to manage furniture replacement and 
programming at the Portland Building.  

The OMF BAC did not support this replacement reserve request, primarily due to the large dollar 
amounts that would drive tradeoffs within bureau budgets if this reserve were put in place after 
FY 2019-20 bureau budgets have been developed. The General Fund impact of this request, 
$263,148, would be borne primarily by Parks & Recreation and the General Fund-funded portions 
of OMF. Given limited available General Fund resources, it is uncertain whether these increased 
costs to General Fund bureaus would be backfilled.  

                                                   
22 The recommended amounts are based on the personnel costs for 1.0 Dispatcher, 1.0 Utility Worker II, and an estimated 
$15,000 materials and services expense per FTE. 



 

 

CBO is in support of a furniture and appliance replacement reserve, but believes additional work 
can be done between OMF-Facilities Services and bureaus to scope the annual replacement 
reserve costs and/or provide bureaus the option to manage contributions to this reserve in 
future budget development cycles. It is not clear whether tenant bureaus generally support the 
idea of a centralized furniture replacement program; this topic was addressed with Council 
during the Space Optimization work session in FY 2017-18, but centralized ownership and 
management of furniture is still an open question for bureaus and more work needs to be done 
to help bureaus understand and prepare for these costs.  

Equipment and technology replacement reserves are one of the best tools that bureaus have to 
set aside resources in anticipation of large future costs. The largest driver of annual replacement 
costs, as submitted, is a presumed 10-year useful life for building furniture. The reality of the 
situation across the City, however, is that sufficient replacement reserves do not exist for 
equipment and technologies that a) are far more critical to the successful operation of the City 
and b) have life/safety implications for employees or the public. Considering these realities, and 
given that employees’ chairs remain bureau-managed and owned, bureaus may deliberately opt 
for a “run to failure” track for furniture and appliance replacement if forced to choose between 
setting aside substantial annual reserves in the near term or identifying difficult trade-offs (e.g. 
increasing rates to the public, laying off staff, or delaying critical projects).  

The Portland Building has not yet reopened, and there may be issues or concerns that arise 
during reopening that would inform the scope and timeline for replacement of appliances and 
furniture. Delaying the implementation of a furniture and appliance replacement reserve in the 
current budget development cycle does not preclude the establishment of a reserve well in 
advance of anticipated replacement cycles; there are no immediate trade-offs, provided a plan 
for replacement is determined in the next 1-2 years. CBO recommends that OMF-Facilities 
Services continue to work with tenant bureaus on a plan for furniture and appliance replacement 
in the coming months, with the goal of building in manageable replacement reserves during base 
budget development.  

Finally, CBO notes serious concern with OMF-Facilities Services proposed plan to incorporate the 
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cost of a Portland Building furniture and appliance replacement reserve into downtown core 
blended rates beginning in 2021. As noted previously in this review, this inappropriately spreads 
costs for a building-specific asset class to payers that do not directly benefit from that asset (i.e. 
BPS or BDS paying for furniture replacement at the Portland Building). OMF’s rationale for this 
approach is that the future costs of furniture replacement at City Hall, the 1900 Building, and 
other downtown locations will be incorporated into the blended rate. Specifically, OMF states, 
“The important point to understand with the blended rates program is that it will be a multi-year 
effort to bring all bureaus in all buildings up to the same service levels. We will have Portland 
Building as the standard that all other bureaus and buildings will be brought up to.” CBO agrees 
that this is ideal, but suggests that is premature to assume that the implied increases to the 
blended rate at other buildings can or will come to fruition23. To the degree that OMF pursues 
inclusion of replacement resources and furniture management in the blended rate, they should 
develop a full proposal that clarifies proposed service levels across buildings in the downtown 
core and is fully costed to achieve equivalent service levels across all buildings.  

The division’s current proposals only include increased programmatic and maintenance service 
levels at the Portland Building, at a total cost of $1,211,527. The bureau did not provide an 
estimate for providing similar service levels at the 1900 Building, 4th & Montgomery, City Hall, or 
leased space in the downtown core, but it would presumably add millions of dollars to the 
blended rate. CBO is concerned by the exponential increase in the blended rate over the last 
several years, as well as the assumption of substantial future furniture replacements at other 
locations that is not currently budgeted or planned for. CBO would recommend a more planful 
approach, along with clearly identified service levels for which bureaus are paying.  

At the very least, this approach needs to be shared and vetted with bureau operations managers 
for approval. Ultimately, this approach will create perceived disparities in service levels across 
buildings in the downtown core because bureaus are paying for new furniture without benefiting 
from new furniture in their tenant spaces.  

CBO Recommendation: $0 | 0.00 FTE 

Portland Building Technology Operations, Maintenance, and Replacement 

$779,000, 2.00 FTE 

Direction Language 

The Mayor’s Office issued a Direction to Develop to OMF regarding the establishment of ongoing 
maintenance and operations for technology in the Portland Building. The specific technologies 
referenced are audio/visual technology for meeting rooms, digital signage, and a meeting room 
scheduling system. The proposed resource for this request is increasing Facilities Services rental 
rates.  

                                                   
23 Having all downtown bureaus pay this cost, and moving forward under the assumption the all buildings can or will be 
brought up to higher service levels, will create an imbalance if substantial new resources are not allocated to purchase or 
finance new furniture for all downtown tenants. Addressing this imbalance will either consume a large portion of future 
General Fund resources, or force trade-offs within bureau budgets to pay higher blended rate costs.  



 

CBO Analysis 

This request is for $779,000 in ongoing increased rental rates to support contributions to a 
technology replacement reserve ($311,000), technology support costs ($200,000), and 2.0 BTS 
staff for the Portland Building ($267,000). Establishing a replacement reserve for technology in 
the reconstructed Portland Building is objectively a good fiscal practice and is in alignment with 
the City’s financial policies. Historically, bureaus managed the replacement of audio/visual 
technology in conference room space within their budgets based on available resources; OMF’s 
proposal is to centralize the management, support, and replacement of these assets for a total 
annual cost of $779,000.  

The OMF BAC did not support this request, primarily due to the large dollar amounts that would 
drive tradeoffs within individual bureau budgets if this reserve were put in place after FY 2019-20 
bureau budgets have been developed. The General Fund impact of this request, $169,201, would 
be borne primarily by Parks & Recreation and the General Fund-funded portions of OMF. Given 
limited available General Fund resources, it is uncertain whether these increased costs to General 
Fund bureaus would be backfilled.  

CBO is in support of a 
technology equipment 
replacement reserve, but 
believes additional work can 
be done between OMF-
Facilities Services and bureaus 
to scope the annual 
replacement and operations 
costs and/or provide bureaus 
the option to manage 
contributions to this reserve in 
future budget development 
cycles. The OMF BAC did not 
support this request. 

The Portland Building has not 
yet reopened, and there may 

be issues or concerns that arise during reopening that would inform the scope and cost for 
technology replacement and management costs. Delaying the implementation of a replacement 
reserve in the current budget development cycle does not preclude the establishment of a 
reserve well in advance of anticipated replacement cycles; there are no immediate trade-offs, 
provided a plan for replacement is determined in the next 1-2 years. CBO recommends that OMF-
Facilities Services continue to work with tenant bureaus on a plan for technology replacement in 
the coming months, with the goal of building in manageable replacement reserves during base 
budget development. In the near term, OMF may want to consider drawing on operations 
reserves to establish limited term positions to address technology management upon re-opening; 
this will also provide an opportunity to determine whether 2.0 full-time employees are required 
to manage audio/visual technology in the building.  
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Finally, CBO notes serious concern with OMF-Facilities Services proposed plan to incorporate the 
costs of Portland Building technology replacement and management into downtown core 
blended rates beginning in 2021. As noted previously in this review, this spreads costs for a 
building-specific asset class and building-specific services to payers that do not directly benefit 
from that asset (i.e. BPS or BDS paying for technology replacement and management at the 
Portland Building). OMF’s rationale for this approach is that the future costs of technology 
replacement and management at City Hall, the 1900 Building, and other downtown locations will 
be incorporated into the blended rate. Specifically, OMF states, “The important point to 
understand with the blended rates program is that it will be a multi-year effort to bring all 
bureaus in all buildings up to the same service levels. We will have Portland Building as the 
standard that all other bureaus and buildings will be brought up to.” This would be ideal, clearly, 
but it is premature to assume that the implied increases to the blended rate at other buildings 
can or will come to fruition24. To the degree that OMF pursues inclusion of technology resources 
and management in the blended rate, they should develop a full proposal that clarifies proposed 
service levels across buildings in the downtown core and is fully costed to achieve equivalent 
service levels across all buildings.  

The division’s current proposals only include increased programmatic and replacement service 
levels at the Portland Building, at a total cost of $779,000. The bureau did not provide an 
estimate for providing similar service levels at the 1900 Building, 4th & Montgomery, City Hall, or 
leased space in the downtown core, but it would presumably add millions of dollars to the 
blended rate. CBO is concerned by the exponential increase in the blended rate over the last 
several years, as well as the assumption of substantial technology replacement and management 
costs at other locations that is not currently budgeted or planned for. CBO would recommend a 
more planful approach, along with clearly identified service levels for which bureaus are paying.  

At the very least, this approach needs to be shared and vetted with bureau operations managers 
for approval. Ultimately, this approach will create perceived disparities in service levels across 
buildings in the downtown core because bureaus are paying for technology management and 
replacement without benefiting from new technology in their tenant spaces.  

CBO Recommendation: $0 | 0.00 FTE 

Childcare Center in City Facilities 

$2,764,411, 0.00 FTE 

Direction Language 

The Mayor’s Office issued a Direction to Develop to OMF regarding the potential establishment 
of a second City-subsidized daycare program downtown. The direction indicated that the 
response should explore the following questions:  

                                                   
24 Having all downtown bureaus pay this cost, and moving forward under the assumption the all buildings can or will be 
brought up to higher service levels, will create an imbalance if substantial new resources are not allocated to purchase or 
finance new furniture for all downtown tenants. Addressing this imbalance will either consume a large portion of future 
General Fund resources, or force trade-offs within bureau budgets to pay higher blended rate costs.  



 

▪ Whether there should be two locations;  

▪ Whether they should both be downtown;  

▪ What the consequences would be of only having one daycare location; and 

▪ If only one location was maintained, whether it should remain at Crown Plaza or be in the 
Portland Building. 

CBO Analysis 

OMF-Facilities has requested to issue $2.4 million in debt to fund tenant improvements for a 
second daycare location downtown, along with $432,316 in increased rent payments from 
tenants in the downtown core to pay for debt service.  

The existing daycare (relocated from the original Portland Building) would remain in its current 
location at Crown Plaza and continue to serve enrolled families. Per Facilities Services, the 
development of “shell” space was included in the $195 million Portland Building project budget, 
but the related tenant improvements to make the space usable were intentionally excluded from 
the project budget and were not funded out of the $195 million project budget. The request to 
take out $2.4 million in additional debt would provide funding to make tenant improvements to 
this space so it can be occupied by a second daycare location.   

  

 

The proposed second daycare would be subsidized by the City in two ways. First, the cost of the 
tenant improvements would be borne by bureau rent payments to cover the debt financing of 
this project. Second, the daycare would be provided space free of charge. This subsidy is then 
passed along to the estimated 50-60 families that could be accommodated in the second 
daycare. This is the same as the model for the existing daycare. While CBO recognizes the value 
of on-site subsidized daycare, CBO has significant concerns about the inequitable nature of the 
model. Namely, the current model provides substantial benefits concentrated on relatively few 
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employees, and provides no support for other City parents to assist with the cost of childcare:  

• The existing CityKids location accommodates 68 children; given that multiple children from 
the same family are often enrolled, this likely represents 50-60 families with a parent 
working at the City of Portland. These are the only families that derive benefit from the 
availability of subsidized on-site daycare, a financial benefit of several thousand dollars per 
family.25  

• While a second location would accommodate an additional 55-60 children, there are over 
100 children on the waiting list, which is likely not a perfect indicator of demand - the City 
has over 6,000 employees, many of whom do not work in the downtown core where 
access to a 2nd daycare would be easily incorporated into a daily childcare routine.  

• Access to City subsidy for daycare is based on lottery, not on equity. There is no sliding 
payment scale based on income; all families pay the same subsidized rate, which is 
generally lower than other market-rate childcare options in Portland26. There are, 
however, scholarships available for families accepted into the program.  

Childcare that is on-site and/or subsidized provides enormous benefits to working parents. A 
recent report from Oregon State University highlights the fact that access to daycare is a 
significant concern across Oregon, and other reports have chronicled the high cost of childcare. 
But the expansion of the current model does not resolve either of these issues. The program is 
not currently means-tested to ensure access to families who would otherwise struggle with the 
cost of daycare, nor is there a lack of daycare options in the downtown core. Recent data27 from 
the Center for American Progress shows geographical analysis of “child care deserts” down to 
census track level. The majority of Portland’s downtown area, including the site of the Portland 
Building, is not considered a child care desert:  

                                                   
25 While market rates for daycare in the downtown core vary, the monthly rate for nearby KinderCare is $1,755 for infants 
compared to the CityKids infant rate of $1,522 per month. Annualized, this is a per child benefit of $2,796 for families enrolled 
at CityKids. 
26 CityKids also accepts non-City employee children. Preference is given to City children, but non-City families are on the 
waitlist. 
27 See additional information here: https://childcaredeserts.org/index.html?state=OR&urbanicity=Urban&split=true 

 

https://today.oregonstate.edu/news/child-care-remains-short-supply-across-oregon-new-report-osu-shows
https://childcaredeserts.org/index.html?state=OR&urbanicity=Urban&split=true


 

 

There are also near-term financial tradeoffs associated with this decision. OMF-Facilities Services 
has been working on a downtown tenancy study, with plans to expand on this work going 
forward. Indications from an external consultant’s review of downtown space needs, which 
incorporate bureaus’ concerns about limited space, suggest that any additional space available in 
the Portland Building would be well-utilized if available for bureaus and avoid out-leased rent 
costs. Alternatively, the space could be made available for a private business, the income from 
which would provide savings on rental rates paid by tenant bureaus.   

As noted above, access to subsidized on-site daycare is an enormous benefit to working parents. 
However, establishment of a 2nd daycare facility in the Portland Building will direct a large 
annual subsidy to relatively few City of Portland parents. Further, there are extremely limited 
General Fund resources available to backfill the $141,000 cost impact to General Fund bureaus. 
This decision package would also have a large impact on the Development Services Fund, which is 
already navigating declining revenues. CBO does not recommend $2.4 million in debt financing or 
$432,316 in increases rental rates to fund the buildout of a 2nd daycare facility, but would 
encourage the City and the Bureau of Human Resources to explore options to support working 
parents in ways that more equitably distribute childcare benefits for all City of Portland parents. 
CBO is available to support any related cost or budgetary analyses. Should Council fund this 
request, CBO would recommend that OMF work to incorporate means-testing into the daycare 
application process.  

CBO Recommendation: $0 | 0.00 FTE 

Facilities Security Manager 

$230,671, 1.00 FTE 

Direction Language 

The Mayor’s Office issued a Direction to Develop to OMF regarding establishment of a 
permanent security manager position funding by the Facilities Services corporate rate and 



 

increased rental charges to bureaus.  

CBO Analysis 

This request is for 1.0 permanent Security Manager position, at an ongoing cost of $127,998 for 
personal services costs and related materials and services costs. The total charge for this position, 
as requested, is $231,671 because OMF-Facilities Services intends to add $92,673 to contingency 
for future overhead and management costs. The request would be funded by increased charges 
to a multitude of bureaus; OMF-Facilities Services is proposing to use the same metrics as the 
overhead model to charge $230,671 across virtually every bureau in the City.  

Per Facilities Services, the rationale for using this model is that the position will provide oversight 
and coordination for security services across all facilities and bureaus, not just facilities owned or 
managed by OMF. The charges would be as follows:  

There is currently an incumbent in a limited term Security Manager role; funding for this role is in 
place through the end of FY 2018-19. This position was originally hired to coordinate the 
implementation of a Citywide Security Assessment; this work is now complete and the results of 
have been shared with bureaus. In addition to this work, the incumbent has taken over 
management of the City’s contracted security force (G4S), as well as performing workplace 
investigations, monitoring security threats, and partnering with multiple bureaus to ensure 
consistent levels of surveillance and approaches to overall security. There are not currently any 
performance measures associated with this body of work. The Facilities Services security 
manager is also convening a group of bureau staff to discuss a more coordinated approach to 
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Citywide security.  

Since June 2014, the City has spent over $8.9 million on contracted security costs through G4S. 
This is in addition to the personnel costs for security managers embedded in bureaus. CBO has 
some concerns about the rising costs for security management across the City, but is not uniquely 
qualified to weigh in on an appropriate level of security and surveillance of City buildings, staff, 
and the public. The OMF BAC supported making this position permanent, a recommendation that 
CBO supports to the degree that bureaus are willing to absorb increased costs for security 
management. 

However, CBO finds the use of overhead model metrics for this position somewhat illogical. This 
methodology would charge substantial cost to some bureaus that do not generally require 
security services from OMF (the Police Bureau, $35,000) or bureaus that are not in OMF-
managed buildings (Fire Bureau, $23,000). CBO recommends increased interagency rates of 
$137,998 to support this position, but does not recommend usage of the overhead model metrics 
for charging it out. CBO would recommend this position be included in the Facilities Services 
corporate rate.  

Given extremely limited ongoing General Fund resources, CBO does not recommend that the cost 
impact to General Fund bureaus be backfilled with new resources. This will drive trade-offs in 
bureau budgets as they absorb the increased charges from Facilities Services. Should Council wish 
to limit the cost impact on customer bureaus, OMF Facilities Services could be directed to 
reclassify a vacant position or to otherwise prioritize the continuation of this position within their 
existing rate revenues.  

CBO Recommendation: $137,998 ongoing | 1.00 FTE 

Fourth & Montgomery Building Cash Funding Requirements 

$1,853,017, 0.00 FTE 

Direction Language 

The Mayor’s Office issued a Direction to Develop to OMF to request the 5% cash contribution for 
the 4th & Montgomery building, in accordance with a FY 2018-19 budget note. The budget note 
directed that OMF complete a downtown tenancy study to inform the tenancy of the 4th & 
Montgomery building, then request the recommended 5% cash contribution from the relevant 
tenant fund.  

CBO Analysis 

This request is for $1,853,017 in General Fund one-time resources for the 4th & Montgomery 
building. Council has previously authorized this project and the related financing plan.  

Per a FY 2018-19 budget note, OMF was directed to request this cash contribution from the 
“appropriate tenant fund” after the completion of the downtown core space study. This study 
has now been completed and proposes that the building be occupied by the Bureau of Planning 
& Sustainability (BPS), a General Fund bureau.  

CBO notes that this outcome – BPS being the tenant in the 4th & Montgomery – was based on 



 

OMF’s internal analysis, rather than based on external analysis completed as part of the 
downtown tenancy study performed by the consultant. Regardless, to the degree that plans are 
moving forward to relocate BPS to the 4th & Montgomery building, CBO recommends $1,853,017 
in one-time General Fund resources be allocated to the Facilities Services Operating Fund to 
cover a 5% cash contribution and interest costs. This practice is recommended by the City’s debt 
management policies, but can be waived by Council.  

CBO Recommendation: ($1,853,017 one-time)  

Citywide 311 

$1,287,005, 10.00 FTE 

Direction Language 

In FY 2017-18 Council approved $350,000 in one-time General Fund resources for the Office of 
Management & Finance (OMF) to oversee the planning effort for a 311 system in Portland. For FY 
2019-20, OMF and Civic Life were directed to develop a decision package to fund the first-year 
costs associated with implementing 311 and continued technology planning to support the 
program.  

CBO Analysis 

The purpose of the 311 program is to improve Citywide customer service and the program plans 
to accomplish this by: offering a first-stop for community questions or requests – online, in-
person, and over the phone; hiring diverse staff; improving and better integrating language 
services and streamlining access to the City; and conducting outreach and education about the 
program to historically underserved community members.  

According to OMF’s Implementation Plan, Portland is the largest U.S. city without a centralized 
311-type system. The Implementation Plan28 reviewed and discussed the 311 systems in 
comparable jurisdictions to Portland in more depth. 

OMF’s Implementation Plan, presented to Council in November 2018 proposed a three-year 
phased implementation beginning in FY 2019-20. The Plan was designed to complement the 
replacement of the City’s website (as part of the POWR project) and the timely opportunity of 
creating an integrated customer service desk at the renovated Portland Building. The FY 2019-20 
request would fund the initial phase (9.029 new FTE; $1,057,005) including:  

▪ Laying the foundation for a Citywide 311 Program by: partnering with bureaus to re-
engineer existing services and pilot them in the 311 model, collecting and analyzing 
customer service data; and continuing project management for the future phases of 
implementation, 

                                                   
28 The Office of Management & Finance website. 311 Implementation Plan. November 2018. 
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/omf/article/705015.  
29 FTE breakout: Program Manager (1 FTE) to oversee the entire 311 Program; Customer service specialists (5 FTE) to provide 
direct customer service at the Portland Building Customer Service Desk; Administrative Specialist I (1 FTE) to support 311 
Program operations and personnel; Analyst II (1 FTE) to conduct data analytics and performance reporting; and Coordinator II 
(1 FTE) to oversee training and process improvement. 

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/omf/article/705015


 

▪ Launching the Customer Service function by staffing a citywide customer service and 
reception desk at the Portland Building. Civic Life’s existing Information & Referral (I&R) 
program (6.0 FTE) would continue to provide phone assistance via 823-4000, and 

▪ Scoping business needs and technical requirements for a customer relationship 
management (CRM) system or similar technology (1.0 FTE, $230,000). 

The request for Phase I Implementation funding totals $1.3 million. Resources are split between 
General Fund one-time ($280,000), General Fund discretionary ongoing ($329,000), and General 
Fund Overhead ongoing ($371,000), and ongoing Interagency Agreement (IA) revenue from rent 
paying bureaus for the Portland building ($306,413).30  

Additionally, the current implementation plan outlines the need for an additional estimated $0.3 
- $2.0 million in one-time resources and $1.3 - $2.3 million in ongoing resources in FY 2020-21 
and FY 2021-22 if Council chooses to pursue additional phases.31 In addition to seeking General 
Fund resources, the 311 program would continue to be supported through cost-sharing with 
bureaus, and assumes continued funding from Multnomah County for the existing I&R program. 

  

                                                   
30 This includes, the City Budget Office, $3,080, the Bureau of Environmental Services, $66,932, the Office of Management and 
Finance, $84,557, the Portland Bureau of Transportation, $59,500, Portland Parks & Recreation, $23,597, and the Portland 
Water Bureau, $68,747. 
31 FY 2020-21 for software acquisition and maintenance ranging from $200,000 - $2.0 million one-time, and $130,000 - $1.3 
million ongoing. FY 2021-22 would request funding for a 311 Contact Center, 12.0 FTE, space acquisition and buildout, and 
communications and marketing. Costs range from $100,000 one-time, and $1.0 million - $1.3 million ongoing. 



 

Scalability  

OMF has developed three scaled options for Council to consider in the FY 2019-20 budget 
process (see chart top of next page): 

a) Phased funding that would allow continued implementation of the full Citywide 311 Program 
(in-person, phone and online services). This option brings on 3.0 FTE for 311 Customer 
Service in FY 2019-20 and an additional 2.0 FTE in FY 2020-21.  

This could be 
accomplished through 
a longer transition 
partnership with PP&R 
where their staff 
would work alongside 
311 Customer Service 
staff at the Portland 
Building from 
December 2019 
through June 2020.32   

b) Partial funding that 
would allow the 
continuation of work 
to implement a 
Citywide 311 Program 
for phone and online services, supported by appropriate technology. This model also 
supports staffing the Portland Building’s front desk for information, reception and visitor 
management, as described in the “status quo” option below. 

c) A status quo option that would halt further 311 program implementation and still require 
resources to staff the reception function on the first floor of the Portland Building. Prior to 
the Portland building renovation each City bureau tenant staffed its own customer service 
desk in their respective suite. Under the new security for the building, visitors – including City 
employees without badge access to the building – will be required to check in to access floors 
three and up. Levels one and two will be accessible to the public. This means that at a 
minimum the Portland Building needs a staffed customer service desk for information, 
reception, and visitor management.  

The existing I&R program currently responds to over 100,000 contacts for information each year 
by phone, email, and in person. While I&R staff could provide information and referral services, 
and reception and general information to visitors, both OMF and Civic Life have expressed 
concerns about staff workload, needed additional training, and indicate that additional FTE(s) 
would be needed based off estimated workload for the Portland Building (see decision package 

                                                   
32 OMF notes: have not discussed this option in detail with PP&R. This model could also impact the revenue 
models/assumptions for FY 2019-20. 



 

and 311 Implementation Plan for more details). This could be scalable depending on the volume 
of visitors to the building. OMF and Civic Life have stated that changes to I&R would require a 
revised agreement between the City and Multnomah County, since it is jointly funded. The 
County contributes 50% (FY 2018-19 equates to $302,500) of the current program’s costs through 
an Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA), and the remaining costs are paid for by General Fund 
overhead and discretionary ongoing resources. 

Service level impacts  

Citywide services: Currently the City offers a fragmented approach to customer service, providing 
the community access to its services through individual bureau phone lines, multiple websites, 
I&R, and in-person access at various locations. There are 137 general information City phone 
numbers. OMF lists that every year, over 200,000 calls to City hotlines go straight to voicemails, 
and for I&R, it must refer 80% of incoming calls for a resolution. One in three residents think it is 
difficult to get information from the City, based off a recent representative and statistically valid 
survey conducted by OMF for the 311 program. 

The overall 311 Program will add value through enhanced services to the community, but will 
require reallocation of service delivery and funding resources. All bureaus currently contribute to 
I&R through the Overhead model and some also maintain their own customer service programs. 
However, the intent of the 311 program is to have a coordinated system that provide services 
for, and requires funding from, all bureaus. The 311 Program will serve bureaus by receiving, 
triaging and routing, resolving, and responding to public inquiries, which will result in a service 
cost for those bureaus. Presumably, this service will also result in additional staff capacity and/or 
cost savings for bureaus that would otherwise need to spend staff time fielding inquiries now 
managed by 311. 

Portland Building: Prior to renovation, bureaus located in the Portland Building utilized existing 
bureau staff for their front desk needs as all floors were open to the public. These bureau-specific 
front desks will no longer exist upon reopening of the building and all visitors will need to check-
in at the building’s first floor desk. There is currently no mechanism for providing information, 
reception and visitor management services at a shared first floor desk. The 311 Program (all 
scaled options) would fill this need but would result in increased tenant costs. In addition, it is 
unclear at this time how many visitors are expected as this is a new building access and service 
mode – making it difficult to project staffing needs.  

The City of Portland has three equity goals and multiple strategies to ensure equitable, accessible 
service to all Portlanders.33 The survey results provided by OMF highlight the community’s 
unfulfilled service level perception, and discusses the community’s preference for engaging with 
the City. Vulnerable populations – older residents, disabled persons, and lower-income residents 
– prefer to contact the City by phone. Younger residents and more privileged residents prefer 
virtual (online) contact. The Portland community prefers a single contact phone number and a 
more robust website.  

                                                   
33 Office of Equity & Human Rights website. Citywide Racial Equity Goals & Strategies. 
https://www.portlandoregon.gov/oehr/article/537589.  

https://www.portlandoregon.gov/oehr/article/537589


 

CBO recommendation  

CBO notes that this is a Council priority project, and this decision package is well-prepared, meets 
the City’s core services, and proposes to meaningfully improve the equitable delivery of service 
to all Portlanders. Due to limited available resources, CBO has only recommended allocating 
funding to those proposals which will result in a direct and significant financial or legal cost if not 
funded and which cannot be absorbed within existing resources. These CBO recommendations 
result in a small amount of available discretionary resources for Council to allocate toward 
Council priorities. This package did not meet this years’ strict criteria for CBO recommended 
allocation. However, due to the proposed benefits of this new system, CBO believes it is 
important to continue this project’s momentum. 

CBO notes that the Portland Building will reopen in stages beginning next year; customer service 
functions are scheduled to move in on December 13, 2019 and all bureaus will be in the building 
by March 2020. CBO recommends providing information, reception and visitor management 
services (similar to the “Status Quo” option described above) through existing resources or 
interagency agreements with building tenants. Due to current I&R workload, CBO does not 
recommend asking I&R to meet the Portland Building’s information, reception and visitor 
management needs without additional staffing resources.  

CBO recommends OMF and Civic Life continue to work with bureaus on process improvement 
efforts for the migration of customer services to a 311 Program when funding is available. CBO 
also recommends that OMF and Civic Life initiate conversations with the County regarding 
potential service level enhancements and corresponding updates to the IGA.  

CBO Recommendation: $0 one-time | $0 ongoing | 0.00 FTE 

BUREAU OF HUMAN RESOURCES 

BHR -  Centralized Accommodation Fund  

$500,000, 0.00 FTE 

Direction Language 

This package directs the bureau to develop a means by which there would be Centralized 
Accommodations Fund available to support Title I accommodations for City employees as defined 
by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).  

In 2012, the City of Portland resolved to be a Model Employer for people with disabilities by 
increasing employment opportunities for persons with disabilities and creating a welcoming, 
inclusive workplace. As it stands now, individual City bureaus are responsible for funding Title I 
accommodations needed by applicants, candidates, interns elected officials, and employees 
associated with their bureau. Bureaus with larger budgets can more easily absorb these costs 
than bureaus with smaller budgets, which leads to unintended inequities across the City. A 
centralized funding source would take into account the needs of current employees and those 
interviewing for opportunities.  

CBO Analysis 



 

The City has a responsibility and an obligation to provide Title I accommodations for known 
disabilities of qualified applicants or employees. Per the Americans with Disabilities Act, the City 
must provide reasonable accommodation to persons with disabilities upon request. The City 
currently manages ADA Title I accommodations funding at the bureau level. Individual bureau 
spending can be highly dependent upon the flexible materials and services budget available 
within a bureau, inadvertently creating an inequitable situation where small bureaus could feel 
unable to hire and accommodate an individual with a disability. The Affirmative Action Plan (AAP) 
report from July 1, 2016 to December 21, 2017 demonstrated that qualified applicants without a 
self-reported disability were hired 7.5% more often than qualified candidates with a self-reported 
disability. Though this does highlight a hiring issue to be addressed, it cannot be concluded that a 
lack of funding for accommodation is the driver of the problem.   

That said, reasonable accommodations are measured for ‘undue hardship’ against an employer’s 
size, resources, etc., against the entire City’s finances – not an individual bureau’s. Current Title I 
Accommodations expenses are not tracked in an easily-identifiable way, thus it is not certain if 
$500,000 is an appropriate amount to allocate. CBO recommends that BHR implements a 
mechanism to allow for Title I accommodation spending to be tracked. This would allow for the 
establishment of a more accurate baseline upon which future resources may be allocated. Also of 
note: the upcoming release of the new HRAR 2.06 policy will include the launch of a new tracking 
system that will allow BHR to track all Title I accommodations they manage, whether they require 
funding or improved procedures and processes. This information will be also valuable for 
establishing a more accurate baseline of the financial lift required of the City to meet Title I 
accommodation requests.  

Current HR communication assumes that financial support for ADA accommodations is equally 
and readily available at all bureaus; no alternative funding options are suggested. Given the 
difference in bureau budget flexibility and the fact the City is ultimately liable for ensuring 
accommodations based on all available resources, a funding option outside of bureau budgets 
should be available to ensure that Title I accommodation expenses are not a barrier to 
employment at the bureau level. The General Fund contingency account could function as this 
option until a necessary citywide funding baseline figure is determined. Reasonable 
accommodations as approved by Human Resources Business Partners would qualify as allowable 
expenses eligible for General Fund contingency if it deemed that bureaus cannot absorb these 
costs within their base budgets. Until ADA Title I accommodations expenses are more accurately 
tracked across the City, CBO recommends that bureaus meet these requirements within their 
current appropriations, and if needed, request funding from contingency.  

CBO Recommendation: $0 ongoing | 0.00 FTE 

BHR – SummerWorks Reorganization 

$560,000, 0.00 FTE 

Direction Language 

This item directs the Office of Management and Finance (OMF) to move the City’s SummerWorks 
program to a more appropriate location within OMF. Ongoing funding is currently allocated to 



 

the Mayor’s Office.  

CBO Analysis 

This proposed Decision Package moves the SummerWorks program from the Mayor’s Office to 
BHR, where it will be managed within the Workforce Training and Recruitment program. 
Requested funding amount will be transferred from the Mayor’s Office to OMF and is reflected in 
the Mayor’s Office FY 2019-20 Requested Budget. 

Of note: the $560,000 represents a reduction in services from current year funding; projected 
cost to fund at the same service level for FY 2019-20 is $626,000. Where the program has 
previously been able to support 220 students, this would decrease by approximately 40 students. 
Additionally, CBO notes that the bureau expressed concern at being able to administer this 
program without a dedicated authorized FTE; however, resources for a new position were not 
part of the direction to develop nor the resulting decision package.  

CBO Recommendation: $560,000 ongoing | 0.00 FTE 

BHR – OEHR and BHR Coordinated Training Program 

$184,197, 1.00 FTE 

Direction Language 

This direction to develop highlights the City’s need for a more robust, coordinated training 
program in BHR and OEHR and directs the two bureaus to develop a proposal for new resources 
to cover this need.  

CBO Analysis 

In response to this direction to develop, BHR is requesting 1.0 FTE Human Resources Analyst II. 
This additional position will be used to support existing Equity and Diversity Training Programs 
and will work to ensure that all new employees receive Equity 101 training within the first 90 
days of hiring. In the decision package, it is stated “As of January 2019, roughly 17% of all new 
City employees have not taken Equity 101 training within the first 90 days of employment.” This 
falls under the strategy of ‘Implementing a racial equity lens’ in the bureau’s adopted Racial 
Equity Plan; however, the bureau is currently not tracking nor managing this measure.  

The City is currently in the process of training existing (employed longer than 90 days) employees 
to ensure everyone has completed Equity 101 training. Data provided by the bureau shows 
employees who have not yet completed training that are existing employees and not just 
recently hired employees. This indicates the current strain on resources is not necessarily an 
ongoing issue, but rather may be the effect of implementing a new requirement and enforcing it.  

It is recommended the bureaus develop a more robust training program and body of work 
necessitating an additional FTE, as well as performance metrics by which its efficacy can be 
measured. BHR and OEHR should also consider using existing training and human capital 
resources within bureaus. As it has been incorporated into in-service training within the Portland 
Police Bureau and Portland Fire & Rescue, other bureaus may have the ability to include Equity 
101 training in their onboarding or internal training curriculum.    



 

Given the constraint on available resources and the need to further develop and justify this 
additional position, this request is not recommended at this time.  

CBO Recommendation: $0 ongoing | 0.00 FTE 

BHR – Casual and Temporary Hiring Process 

$134,197, 1.00 FTE 

Direction Language 

The City is currently out of compliance with the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs 
(OFCCP) due to its inability to report on all employees (including temporary staff) and post 
positions with the state employment agency. Historically, casual and temporary seasonal 
positions have not been advertised through NEOGOV to ensure equitable access and opportunity 
for interested parties to submit. This direction asks that a request be developed to fund an 
additional FTE to support casual, temporary, and seasonal hires.  

CBO Analysis 

The City needs to be able to advertise casual, temporary, and seasonal positions through 
NEOGOV to ensure equitable access and opportunity for interested parties to submit 
applications. Additionally, the City needs to be able to generate Affirmative Action reports 
inclusive of the data around casual, temporary, and seasonal positions. The Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) requires all governments to report data on the number 
of recruitment, candidates, etc., and because there is not currently a centralized tool for tracking 
seasonal recruitments the City is unable to comply and is at risk of receiving a fine. Additionally, 
current hiring practices have been found insufficiently competitive and must be posted for three 
days in an equitably accessible location. To achieve compliance with OFCCP requirements and 
ensure a competitive hiring process per Bureau of Labor and Industries guidance, the bureau will 
be making the necessary changes regardless of receipt of new resources.  

Hiring trends for the past number of years indicate a seasonality to this body of work, with most 
temporary casual hires taking place in the second half of the fiscal year leading into summer 
months. Hiring numbers have been provided by the bureau clearly illustrating this fact; however, 
there is no readily-available information illustrating the complimentary effort required to enter 
positions into NEOGOV for posting. It is possible a single recruitment could yield multiple hires of 
the same job classification; it is currently unknown to what ratio hiring numbers correspond to 
postings requiring entry in NEOGOV. In the absence of a workload analysis and demonstrable 
detrimental effect, in the context of limited available resources this position is not recommended 
at this time.  

CBO Recommendation: $0 ongoing | 0.00 FTE 

BUREAU OF TECHNOLOGY SERVICES 

Public Records 

$142,300, 1.00 FTE 



 

Direction Language 

“Providing timely, meticulous, and accurate responses to requests for public records is a Mayoral 
priority and legal obligation of the City. BTS is directed to propose 1.0 FTE to support public 
records request work. The FTE will work exclusively on public records searches and be supervised 
by the City Attorney’s Office to maintain optimal communication with the Senior Deputy City 
Attorney charged with public records. Furthermore, the directive to develop stipulates that Public 
Records Requests should not be financially burdensome for the public. This position must also 
have clearance to perform BTS searches for the Portland Police Bureau.” 

CBO Analysis 

Lowering the cost and turnaround times for public records requests is a desired outcome for a 
number of decision packages proposed across City bureaus. This particular request is to add 1.0 
BTS position in the City Attorney’s Office. As proposed, the position would be supported with 
interagency revenues from the City Attorney to BTS.  Currently, there is not a companion decision 
package for General Fund revenues to backfill the cost of the interagency charge.  

Currently, the public records request process involves staff in both the City Attorney’s Office and 
within BTS. The number of estimated hours of work across the City that is dedicated to Public 
Records Requests is climbing steadily. BTS’s role in this function is primarily technical work 
associated with batch email searches, performed by one employee in BTS. The projected number 
of hours for this work is only estimated to be 190 hours FY 2018-19, less than 10% of a full-time 
position.  

When BTS personnel performs a technical search for a bureau, BTS recovers the costs through 
interagency billing. Currently, the person that is performing the searches is an Information 
Systems Manager. The salary and benefits associated with the person performing the work is 
nearly 60% higher34 than the cost of the Business Systems Analyst II that is proposed in the 
decision package. While CBO is not recommending funding at this time, CBO does recommend 
that BTS shift responsibilities of this work from the Information Systems Manager to a Business 
Systems Analyst II35 within their existing staff as to reduce the interagency billing associated with 
this work. 

Three bureaus were directed to ask for additional support for Public Records Requests workload 
(Office of the City Attorney, Bureau of Technology Services, and the Portland Police Bureau). CBO 
recognizes that this proposal addresses an important goal of reducing Public Records Requests 
timelines and reducing barriers to accessing public information, but several questions remain 
unanswered. If it is indeed the wish of Council to eliminate cost(s) related to Public Records 
Request(s), further analysis must be done to scope the impact of eliminating this revenue source 
given that numerous positions in the City across multiple bureaus are supported with this cost 
recovery mechanism. Based on CBO analysis and the variation in the multiple requests, there is a 
clear need for more thorough understanding of how to best reduce the timelines and discover 
how the City can best allocate resources.  

                                                   
34 Information Systems Analyst is currently $226,000 (rounded) versus the Business Systems Analyst II position at $142,300. 
35 This is dependent on BTS having a person in the identified classification. 



 

Due to limited available resources, CBO has only recommended allocating funding to those 
proposals which will result in a direct and significant financial or legal cost if not funded and 
which cannot be absorbed within existing resources. These CBO recommendations result in a 
small amount of available discretionary resources for Council to allocate toward Council 
priorities. Although this package did not meet this years’ strict criteria for CBO recommended 
allocation, due to the benefits of this new system, CBO believes it is important to continue to 
work toward lowering costs for Public Records Requests and reducing timelines. 

CBO Recommendation: $0 | 0.00 FTE 

 

SUMMARY OF REQUESTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Below is a summary of the Office of Management & Finance’s total budget. 

Adopted Request Bureau CBO Total

FY 2018-19 Base Decision Recommended Recommended

(A) Packages (B) Adjustments (C) Revised (A+B+C)

Resources

Budgeted Beginning Fund Balance 196,038,786$ 191,308,104$ -$                 -$                 191,308,104$ 

Taxes 36,086,000     36,166,000     -                    -                    36,166,000$   

Licenses & Permits 5,634,000        6,236,066        -                    -                    6,236,066$     

Charges for Services 121,786,079   139,557,649   168,500           -                    139,726,149$ 

Intergovernmental Revenues 11,999,795     12,938,845     -                    0 12,938,845$   

Interagency Revenue 164,531,049   170,341,816   4,394,649        (3,811,211)      170,925,254$ 

Fund Transfers - Revenue 4,122,404        8,554,591        13,003,017     (11,150,000)    10,407,608$   

Bond and Note 87,513,851     31,609,830     2,332,095        (2,332,095)      31,609,830$   

Miscellaneous 6,874,224        86,440,062     -                    -                    86,440,062$   

Miscellaneous Fund Allocation (4,970,376)      -                    -                    -$                 

General Fund Discretionary 17,788,599     12,857,448     13,991,371     (10,792,021)    16,056,798$   

General Fund Overhead 11,257,092     11,391,013     1,325,060        (1,325,060)      11,391,013$   

Total Resources $658,661,503 $707,401,424 $35,214,692 (29,410,387)$  $713,205,729

Requirements

Personnel Services 86,740,090$   93,309,433$   6,561,856$     (3,194,815)$    96,676,474$   

External Materials and Services 249,224,809   276,495,005   8,536,565        (7,918,200)      277,113,370$ 

Internal Materials and Services 26,711,383     24,987,968     3,391,069        (3,145,922)      25,233,115$   

Capital Outlay 105,956,006   80,021,314     13,056,703     (13,056,703)    80,021,314$   

Bond Expenses 12,070,813     20,190,479     1,149,564        (420,043)          20,920,000$   

Fund Transfers - Expense -                    -                    -                    -                    -$                 

Contingency 8,264,100        19,611,944     2,518,935        (1,674,704)      20,456,175$   

Unappropriated Fund Balance 169,694,302   192,785,280   -                    -                    192,785,280$ 

Total Requirements $658,661,503 $707,401,423 $35,214,692 ($29,410,387) $713,205,728  


